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We explore the task of speech-to-text translation (ST), where speech in one language
(source) is converted to text in a different one (target). Traditional ST systems go
through an intermediate step where the source language speech is first converted to
source language text using an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, which
is then converted to target language text using a machine translation (MT) system.
However, this pipeline based approach is impractical for unwritten languages spoken by
millions of people around the world, leaving them without access to free and automated
translation services such as Google Translate. The lack of such translation services can
have important real-world consequences. For example, in the aftermath of a disaster
scenario, easily available translation services can help better co-ordinate relief efforts.
How can we expand the coverage of automated ST systems to include scenarios which
lack source language text? In this thesis we investigate one possible solution: we
build ST systems to directly translate source language speech into target language text,
thereby forgoing the dependency on source language text. To build such a system, we
use only speech data paired with text translations as training data. We also specifically
focus on low-resource settings, where we expect at most tens of hours of training data
to be available for unwritten or endangered languages.
Our work can be broadly divided into three parts. First we explore how we can leverage
prior work to build ST systems. We find that neural sequence-to-sequence models are
an effective and convenient method for ST, but produce poor quality translations when
trained in low-resource settings.
In the second part of this thesis, we explore methods to improve the translation per-
formance of our neural ST systems which do not require labeling additional speech
data in the low-resource language, a potentially tedious and expensive process. Instead
we exploit labeled speech data for high-resource languages which is widely available
and relatively easier to obtain. We show that pretraining a neural model with ASR data
from a high-resource language, different from both the source and target ST languages,
improves ST performance.
In the final part of our thesis, we study whether ST systems can be used to build
applications which have traditionally relied on the availability of ASR systems, such
as information retrieval, clustering audio documents, or question/answering. We build
proof-of-concept systems for two downstream applications: topic prediction for speech
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and cross-lingual keyword spotting. Our results indicate that low-resource ST systems
can still outperform simple baselines for these tasks, leaving the door open for further
exploratory work.
This thesis provides, for the first time, an in-depth study of neural models for the
task of direct ST across a range of training data settings on a realistic multi-speaker




There is a broad demand for translation services in our daily lives as we travel more,
study abroad, and conduct business globally. For general use, we do not always require
the quality-of-service a human translator provides and instead are content with using
automated translation tools such as Google Translate. But the complexity of building
automated translation systems is high and as a result only around 100 languages, out
of an estimated total of 7000, are currently supported by publicly available systems.
Further exacerbating the challenge, the most commonly used method to build translation
systems for written languages, does not work for unwritten ones.
An estimated 3000 languages, or 40% of total number of spoken languages, do not
have a standard written form and are also considered endangered, with fewer than
1000 active speakers. In this work we explore building speech translation (ST) systems
for unwritten languages. Such systems can potentially be of use during crisis-relief
scenarios and aid language preservation efforts.
Our work demonstrates that useful ST systems can be built for unwritten languages
using neural models. We also demonstrate a simple and effective method to improve
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There is a broad demand for translation services in our daily lives as we travel more,
study abroad and conduct business globally. For use-cases such as negotiating complex
treaties between world governments, diplomats rely on human interpreters to provide
high-quality near real-time translation; Figure 1.1 shows the earpiece device through
which UN members can listen to speech translated into their preferred language.1 For
more general use, we do not always require the quality-of-service a human translator
provides, and instead are content with using automated translation tools such as Google
Translate — which is used to translate around 100 billion words a day, even though
their output might contain errors.2 For many of us, this implies typing out a query
into a browser (or an app) to obtain the translated text. This interface poses two main
problems for certain languages: using text as input is impossible for languages without a
written form; and illiteracy rates remain high in the developing world. In such scenarios,
applications which can accept speech as input offer clear benefits over those which just
accept text.
The complexity of building automated translation systems is high, and as a result only
around a hundred languages are currently supported by publicly available systems.3 In
fact there are many languages which are spoken by millions of people in the developing
world, but for which there is no speech translation support. These include: Punjabi,
spoken in India by around 31 million speakers; Javanese, spoken in Indonesia by around
70 million speakers; and Mboshi, a Bantu language spoken (without a written form) in
1UN Interpretation Service: un.org/Depts/DGACM/interpretation.shtml
2Google Q2, 2018 earnings call: abc.xyz/investor/static/pdf/2018 Q2 Earnings Transcript.pdf
3translate.google.com/intl/en/about/languages
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Figure 1.1: Earpiece which provides real-time translation to United Nations members.
Photo credit: (left) BBC news, (right) twitter user @ zeldman.
the Republic of Congo, with around 160,000 speakers.4
Lack of automated translation services can have important real-world consequences.
Haiti was hit by an earthquake in 2010, following which a massive international rescue
effort was organized. To help victims reach out for help, a text-message service was
set up. Unfortunately this quickly created a communication bottleneck, as many rescue
workers who were from the US military could not understand these messages which
were written in Haitian Creole. At the time, Haitian Creole was not supported by Google
Translate, and therefore the burden of translation fell onto human experts. Munro (2010)
describe how an innovative solution was quickly and successfully implemented, where
a global network of volunteers from the Haitian diaspora was put into action to translate
these text messages and channel them back to the rescue workers, with a turn-around
time of less than 10 minutes.
From a technology perspective, are we better prepared to handle similar situations
today? Arguably yes for processing text messages, but this leaves out people who
may be unable to read and write, and would instead prefer to communicate via speech.
Modern messaging tools such as WhatsApp allow users to share voice snippets and
images (Figure 1.2); and we expect many people to use these during a crisis. Though
Google Translate now supports text-to-text translation from Haitian Creole to English,
it cannot currently translate speech. Therefore, we find ourselves in a position where
technology may again fail to help. This will also be true for many other countries such
as India and Indonesia.
4ethnologue.com, language codes: pan (Punjabi), jav (Javanese), mdw (Mboshi)




Figure 1.2: WhatsApp messaging interface. Supports image and text messages in
addition to text.
¿Hola como estas? hello, how are you?
Spanish audio English audio






Figure 1.3: Speech-to-speech translation using a cascade of ASR, MT, and Speech
Synthesis systems. In this example Spanish and English are the source and target
languages respectively.
1.1 Research setting
Figure 1.3 shows a conventional pipelined system for speech-to-speech translation.
Source language speech is converted into source language text using automatic speech
recognition (ASR); followed by machine translation (MT) to convert source language
text to target language text; and finally speech synthesis to generate target language
speech. These require extensive training resources: thousands of hours of paired source
language speech and text to train ASR; paired target language speech and text for speech
synthesis; and millions of lines of bilingual text to train MT.
Such large training sets are available for only a tiny fraction of the world’s highest-
resource languages: around 100 out of the estimated 7000 languages currently spoken
4 Chapter 1. Introduction
General Hospital has less 








Trained on speech paired with 
English text translations.
Figure 1.4: Speech-to-text translation (ST) hypothetical example. Speech data is directly
translated to English text. Example text shown here is from Munro (2010) and is an
actual text message exchanged during the Haiti earthquake relief operations.
around the world (Ethnologue, 2019b).5 The remaining languages, around 6900, can
be broadly classified as low-resource based on the number of hours of labeled speech
data available, typically in the tens of hours compared to hundreds or thousands for
high-resource languages. An estimated 3000 languages, or 40%, out of these do not
have a standard written form and are also considered endangered, with fewer than 1000
active speakers remaining (Ethnologue, 2019c,a). For these unwritten languages, the
pipelined approach for speech translation is impractical as we cannot obtain source
language text to train ASR systems.
In this thesis, we investigate whether we can directly translate source language speech
into target language text — referred to as speech-to-text translation (ST), as shown
in Figure 1.4. Revisiting the crisis-relief scenario, such a system would allow rescue
personnel to quickly parse incoming audio. To build such a system, we wish to use
only speech data paired with text translations as training data.6 Our work specifically
focuses on unwritten languages, as we do not use source language text to build ST.
Henceforth, we use the term low-resource to imply that limited amounts (tens of hours)
of training data is available and the source language has no written form or source text
is not available.
Pairing speech with translations is a convenient option for languages without a written
form (Bird et al., 2014; Blachon et al., 2016; Adda et al., 2016; Besacier et al., 2006),
and such datasets are increasingly being made publicly available. Godard et al. (2018)
5There is no official resource which provides a categorization of all languages as either high-resource
or low-resource. We assume that languages supported by tools such as Google Translate are high-resource.
Estimates for the total number of languages and how many are written, unwritten and endangered can
vary.
6If source language text is available, we may use it for analysis only.
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released a corpus of Mboshi speech paired with French text translations. For endangered
languages such as Ainu (spoken in Japan with 10 native speakers alive as of 2007), and
Arapaho (spoken in Wyoming, United States, with about 1000 native speakers), audio
data has been collected with accompanying English text translations to aid conservation
efforts.7
Although working on a true low-resource language corpus would be ideal, for the
majority of our experiments, we use the Fisher Spanish speech corpus (Graff et al.,
2010), and its accompanying English translations (Post et al., 2014) to build Spanish-
English ST models in simulated low-resource conditions. Spanish is not an endangered
or a low-resource language, but we chose to work with this dataset as it provides us with
over a hundred hours of translated speech data, giving us flexibility in experimental
design. We can therefore simulate a wider space of low-resource settings; for example,
using between 5 and 50 hours of labeled data during training. The speech data consists of
unscripted conversations recorded in realistic noise conditions, with multiple speakers
(with 80 female, and 50 male) and dialects; and the English text translations were
collected through crowdsourcing. The dataset is also closer to our settings of interest
compared to “clean” speech — read (audiobooks) or synthesized audio — which is
typically bereft of properties of natural speech such as disfluencies and speaker-to-
speaker variations.
A speech-to-speech translation system is an attractive end goal with several important
applications. These include: facilitating conversation between humans; translating
recorded audio (or audio-visual) content and disseminating it to a wider audience; and
translating automated voice announcements commonly used in airports/train stations.
In these examples, the source audio may be produced by a human or a machine, but
the target speech is primarily intended for human consumption. But there are several
useful applications for speech-to-text systems, especially in scenarios where users
interact with an electronic device — such as an Amazon Echo smart speaker — using
speech as input.8 Here, speech is typically converted to text which is then further
processed to provide services such as information retrieval, clustering audio documents,
or question/answering. We explore whether ST can be used to build similar services for
low-resource languages, where ASR is not feasible.
7Ainu: ainucorpus.ninjal.ac.jp/en
Arapaho: colorado.edu/center/csilw/language-archives/arapaho-narratives
8Product details can be found on amazon.com
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1.2 Contributions and outline
The central goal of this thesis is to shed light on the following question:
Given only a few hours of speech paired with text translations, can we build
a “useful” ST system?
We answer this question affirmatively and show that neural sequence-to-sequence
models are an effective and convenient method for building useful speech technology
for low-resource languages.
Our work can be broadly divided into three parts: building baseline low-resource
ST systems (Chapters 3 and 4); exploring methods to improve baseline translation
performance (Chapter 5); and demonstrating of the utility of the translations produced
(Chapter 6).
The outline of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2. In this chapter, we present the background materials for the rest of thesis.
We provide an overview of the traditional speech features used as input to build ST
systems. Next, we review studies from the zero-resource speech processing community
which attempts to learn from unlabeled audio data alone. In particular, we review the
task of unsupervised term discovery (UTD) which involves detecting and clustering
acoustically similar patterns in speech data and is one of the most well-developed
areas. We then review neural architectures for sequence-to-sequence modeling which
have been applied for high-resource text-to-text translation and speech-to-text transcrip-
tion/translation.
Chapter 3. An appealing approach for building a low-resource ST system would be
to take an end-to-end neural ASR model architecture, which has been demonstrated
to work well in high-resource monolingual settings (Chan et al., 2016), and train it in
low-resource cross-lingual settings.9 However, previous attempts achieved poor results.
In this chapter we explore an alternative: can we build off the work of zero-resource
speech research and expand it to low-resource settings? We test whether a recently
released state-of-the-art UTD algorithm can be utilized to build an ST system. We
conduct experiments on around 10 hours of Spanish-English data and find that the UTD
9Here, end-to-end implies that we directly translate speech input to target language text, without
going through the intermediate ASR step, as done in a pipeline approach.
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algorithm struggles to discover patterns across speakers in our conversational speech
corpus recorded in realistic noise conditions. The translations produced by our method
achieve poor precision/recall scores and our takeaway is that significant improvements
will be required to make this method practically useful. We next switch to a neural
approach for ST based on the promising work by Weiss et al. (2017).
Chapter 4. We conduct experiments using a neural model for ST. We build our own
software pipeline, and use it to study the impact of training data size on translation
quality. We try and answer the question: how many hours of labeled speech data are
required to train neural models to make “useful” predictions? We show that using just
20 hours of Spanish-English ST data, our model achieves a BLEU score of 10.8. For
comparison, the state-of-the-art model trained on 160 hours of data achieves a BLEU
score of 47.3 on the same dataset. We compute additional evaluation metrics, and
discover that although the BLEU score of our model is low, the predicted translations
achieve a word-level unigram precision/recall of around 40%, compared to 70% for the
state-of-the-art.10 This implies that the predicted text contains 40% of the tokens in
the reference human text, many of which we expect to carry meaning and are not just
stopwords, and can therefore still be useful in low-resource scenarios.
We also show that models struggle to learn when less than 20 hours of data is used,
and are outperformed by a naive baseline model which just predicts the top 10 most
frequent words in the training set for each test set utterance.
Chapter 5. In this chapter we explore methods to improve the translation performance
of our ST models, which do not require labeling additional speech data in the low-
resource language. We show that pre-training the ST model on ASR data from a
high-resource language helps improve translation performance.
For our Spanish-English experiments, we pre-train the neural model on 300 hours of
English ASR data, and then fine-tune the parameters on 20 hours of Spanish-English
ST data, and observe that the BLEU score improves from 10.8 to 19.9. We also find
that pre-trained model trains faster on ST, surpassing the BLEU score of 10.8 in around
2 hours of training (time), which takes the baseline model around a day of training to
achieve. This can be useful in disaster-recovery scenarios where an ST system has to be
bootstrapped in quick time.
10The precision and recall scores are very similar, and therefore we report a single value.
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Pre-training also helps when the high-resource language is different from both the
source and target ST languages. For example, we show that pre-training on French ASR
improves Spanish-English ST.
Chapter 6. Using our pre-training method, we were able to improve the translation
performance of our ST models. However, the BLEU scores still remain low, and a
review of the predicted translations shows that they are mediocre. Can these translations
still be “useful”? It has long been recognised that there are good applications for bad
translations (Church and Hovy, 1993). In this chapter we consider two such applications:
1. Classifying speech utterances by topics. We show that the noisy translations
produced by our ST models, are still good enough to correctly predict the topic of
discussion in 1-minute long speech utterances. This can be useful to triage large
volumes of incoming speech data by topics of interest.
2. Cross-lingual keyword spotting. Using our ST output, we build a system to
retrieve speech utterances using cross-lingual keyword queries. This can be useful
in scenarios where a human operator is searching for specific/urgent keywords,
such as medical or help, in large volumes of audio.




In this chapter, we present relevant background for the rest of the thesis. We discuss how
speech data is typically represented for use in computational models. We then review
previous studies which attempt to learn from audio alone, referred to as zero-resource
or unsupervised speech processing. Next, we introduce the deep learning model widely
used for the task of text-to-text translation (MT) and serves as the foundation for the
end-to-end neural ST models we develop in this work.
2.1 Speech features
This section describes how speech data is typically preprocessed before being used in
computational models. For a speech utterance, the recording process involves sampling
the natural speech signal at regular time intervals (sampling rate). For example, in our
Spanish telephone speech dataset (fisher-spanish), audio is recorded with a sampling
rate of 8 KHz, implying that a continuous waveform of 1 second would be encoded
as 8000 equally spaced real valued measurements. Figure 2.1 (a) shows the raw audio
(with a duration of 1.57 seconds) recorded for the Spanish speech utterance oh mi
nombre es ricardo, translated to English text as oh my name is ricardo.
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25 ms
(a) Raw audio 1.57 seconds @ 8 KHz = 12560 samples
(c) 80 channel filterbank features
1 speech frame = 10 ms of audio
155 frames ~ 1.57 seconds
(b) Zoomed in view, 400 samples (50 ms)
Speech features computed using a sliding 
window of size 25 ms, offset by 10 ms
(d) 13 dimensional MFCC features
25 ms
Figure 2.1: Speech features. x-axis is time; y-axis denotes amplitude for raw audio,
and frequency (or channels) for speech features. Raw audio (a converted into Fbanks
(c), which are converted into MFCCs (d).SIL denotes silence phase in the speech
utterance.
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The standard approach (Davis and Mermelstein, 1980) in building speech-to-text sys-
tems involves converting the raw audio samples into Mel-scale filter bank feature
vectors (Fbanks) which are then converted to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient fea-
tures (MFCCs) as shown in Figure 2.1 (c) and (d). Each Fbank or MFCC vector, referred
to as a speech frame, is computed over a 25 millisecond (ms) sliding window of audio
with a hop of 10 ms, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b).1 The window size is selected on the
basis that human speech does not show much variations at this scale. Each Fbank vector
has 80 dimensions; and each MFCC vector has 13. These dimensions are referred to
as channels. 2 The speech frames are then concatenated in order to form the speech
features for the audio input. For our example speech utterance, we have 1.57 seconds
of audio, captured as 12560 raw audio samples (R1), converted to Fbanks (R155 × 80);
which are then converted to MFCCs (R155 × 13).3
We use both Fbanks and MFCCs as speech features. The details on how these are
computed are not discussed in this work, but it’s important to note that Fbanks are closer
to raw audio than MFCCs as can be seen in Figure 2.1. To compute speech features,
we use the Kaldi toolkit (Povey et al., 2011) with default settings. For a more detailed
description and comparison of speech features we recommend Mohamed (2014) and
Renshaw (2016).
Although there has been recent promising work on using raw audio (as shown at the top
of Figure 2.1) directly for speech-to-text (Sainath et al., 2015; Palaz et al., 2015; Golik
et al., 2015; Bhargava and Rose, 2015), we do not explore it in this work. Given vast
quantities of training data — hundreds of hours of speech — it should be possible to
learn salient features from raw audio directly using deep learning methods. However,
in low-resource settings of our interest, learning the complex series of transformations
required to produce features as effective as MFCCs (or Fbanks) may be difficult.
Therefore, we chose to rely on speech features which have been widely used over the
past several years to produce state-of-the-art speech-to-text systems.
1Other window sizes can also be used, but the default is 25 ms width with a 10 ms hop.
2These dimensions are configurable, but typically 40 to 80 are used for Fbanks, and 13 for MFCCs.
3For 1.57 secs, we only compute 155 speech frames, and not 157. This is because for the 155th
speech frame, the window size of 25 ms extends to the end of the audio input.
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2.2 Unsupervised methods
We use the term unsupervised learning to refer to methods which attempt to learn given
audio data only. This includes methods that discover acoustic patterns represented in
symbolic form, but can also refer to methods for finding continuous features capturing
linguistically meaningful information.
To build ST systems, at a minimum we require audio data from the source language and
text data from the target language. However, collecting audio data for spoken languages
is considerably easier than transcribing and/or translating it, and it is reasonable to
expect a scenario where there are several hours of recorded audio data available in an
endangered language, waiting to be labeled or to be utilized in some other way. Can we
build useful systems from audio only? This question has been the focus of work by the
zero-resource speech research community.4
A core focus area of the zero-resource community has been unsupervised subword
modeling, where the aim is to learn frame-level feature representations which capture
linguistic properties better than features like MFCCs and Fbanks (Badino et al., 2015;
Thiollière et al., 2015; Kamper et al., 2015; Renshaw et al., 2015). Several other tasks
have also been considered, including automatic discovery of subword units (Lee and
Glass, 2012; Siu et al., 2014); query-by-example (Zhang et al., 2012; Metze et al., 2013;
Levin et al., 2015); topic based clustering of audio documents (Dredze et al., 2010);
full segmentation and clustering of the audio into word-like units (Walter et al., 2013;
Lee et al., 2015; Räsänen et al., 2015; Kamper et al., 2016); and unsupervised term
discovery (Park and Glass, 2008; Zhang and Glass, 2010; Jansen and Van Durme, 2011).
Versteegh et al. noted that it was difficult to compare the systems being developed
by various research groups as there were no common training datasets and evaluation
methods being used. To address this, they introduced the Zero Resource Speech
Challenge at Interspeech 2015 (Versteegh et al., 2015). The challenge focused on
two zero-resource tasks: unsupervised subword modeling and spoken term discovery.
The evaluation code and datasets were made available to the participating teams and
a summary of the submitted systems was published in Versteegh et al. (2016). There
have been two further iterations of the Zero Resource Speech Challenge in 2017
and 2019 (Dunbar et al., 2017, 2019), and project details and resources are available
4The term zero implies that there are no other resources (such as transcripts) available apart from
audio.
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Figure 2.2: Acoustic similarity for utterance pairs. Dark/Red regions indicate strong
match, Light/Blue indicate weak match. Dotted box marks the matching segments
returned by UTD.
at http://zerospeech.com/.
In this work, we review the task of unsupervised term discovery (UTD), which aims
to identify and cluster repeated word-like units from audio and is one of the most
well-developed areas. It has also been used to build ST systems (Bansal et al., 2017;
Anastasopoulos et al., 2017), and we discuss these in Chapter 3.
UTD systems, also referred to as spoken term discovery systems, search for pairs of
audio segments that are similar, typically measured according to their dynamic time
warping (DTW; Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) distance. Functionally, DTW can be considered
as the continuous counterpart to Levenshtein (or edit) distance (Levenshtein, 1966) over
discrete symbols. In other words, the DTW distance between two continuous vector
sequences which may vary in length, is the optimal alignment between them which
respects the temporal ordering. Figure 2.2 shows an acoustic pattern detected by a UTD
system given two Spanish utterances which share the phrase acta de bautismo. This task
is inherently quadratic in the input size, and early systems (Park and Glass, 2008; Zhang
and Glass, 2009) were prohibitively slow. Jansen and Van Durme (2011) introduced
a quasilinear time algorithm, implemented as part of the open-source Zero Resource
Toolkit (ZRTools).5,6 In addition to being computationally efficient, it is also the only
5Quasilinear complexity implies O(n log n).
6ZRTools are available at https://github.com/arenjansen/ZRTools
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freely available UTD system we know of.
In its first pass, ZRTools uses an approximate randomized algorithm and image pro-
cessing techniques to extract potential matching segments. Image processing is used
based on the intuition that if we plot the cosine similarity between every frame of the
input feature vector representation (e.g. MFCCs), any repeated segments in the pair of
utterances will show up as diagonal line patterns. Figure 2.2 illustrates this, showing a
clear diagonal pattern corresponding to similar words in two utterances. In its second
pass, ZRTools computes a normalized DTW score over potential matches to extract
the final output. It returns segment pairs longer than a minimum duration (we used the
recommended value of 500ms) along with their DTW alignment score (normalized to
be between 0 and 1, with higher scores indicating greater similarity). These word-like
or phrase-like segments can then be used for downstream tasks like keyword search and
topic modeling (Park and Glass, 2008; Zhang and Glass, 2009; Dredze et al., 2010).
Full details of the system can be found in Jansen and Van Durme (2011).
2.3 Neural sequence to sequence models
We predominantly use a neural sequence-to-sequence with attention model (seq2seq)
for ST (Chapters 4, 5, 6). This type of model was originally introduced by Bahdanau
et al. (2015) for the task of machine translation (MT), and was an extension of previous
work on encoder-decoder models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014), which did
not include attention. As the name implies, the model was designed for tasks where the
input and the output are sequential. For MT, the input and output is text, represented as a
sequence of discrete symbols (words, or characters or subword units). The key aspects of
this model are the use of recurrent neural network (RNN) units such as long short-term
memory (LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to process sequential input and
output, and the attention mechanism to learn complex alignments between the source
language and the target language text. Seq2seq models have since found widespread
use in other tasks such as image (Xu et al., 2015) and video captioning (Venugopalan
et al., 2015), where the input is a sequence of pixel values and the output is text. Closer
to our task of ST, they have also been applied for end-to-end ASR (Chan et al., 2016),
where the input is an audio sequence. Next, we discuss changes required to adapt the
encoder component of a seq2seq model to accept speech as input in place of text.
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For text input, a seq2seq RNN encoder typically consists of an embedding layer which
feeds into a stack of bi-directional LSTM layers (bi-LSTM). Figure 2.3 shows the
encoding process for the example Spanish text: oh mi nombre es ricardo.7 The text
is composed of 5 word units, which yields 5 hidden states as the output of the RNN.
The RNN encoding procedure has a time complexity of O(N), where N is the number
of input vectors, in this case the word embeddings. If the text were to be processed as
character level input, we would get 23 character level embeddings as input to the RNN,
increasing the encoding compute time. But these remain within reasonable compute
expectations for a modern GPU.8 However, the speech features for this utterance
consists of 155 MFCC vectors, vastly increasing the number of input vectors to the
RNN, and subsequently increasing the time taken to encode. And it is common to
have longer utterances which vary in duration between 5 to 20 seconds, or 500 to 2000
speech frames, in most datasets. The RNN encoding process for such large sequences is
computationally expensive. For example, Chan et al. (2016) conducted experiments on a
large speech dataset (>2000 hours) with speech features computed over a 10ms window.
In a set of experiments, they encoded these features directly without compressing or
controlling the sequence length for long audio utterances. Therefore, for a 5 second long
speech utterance, the RNN encoder would receive as input around 500 speech frames,
and correspondingly produce 500 hidden states. Under these conditions, they found that
models converge slowly, taking over a month to converge. Longer training times may
be justified if the evaluation results are improved, but they found that learning from
such a large number of speech frames actually hurts end-task performance with models
performing poorly on evaluation sets.
To address the issue of long input sequences for speech data, Chan et al. (2016) proposed
a pyramidal bi-LSTM encoder architecture for ASR. In this architecture, each successive
RNN layer after the bottom one which accepts speech features, reduces the number of
time steps by a factor of 2. As shown in Figure 2.4, by stacking 2 additional bi-LSTM
layers above the bottom layer, we can reduce the total number of RNN output states
by a factor of 4, (from 155 to 38 in our example speech utterance), making it easier
for the model to learn the desired task. Note that as the data is already continuous, an
embedding layer is not required. Chan et al. (2016) used a stack of pyramidal layers
to reduce the input sequence length by a factor of 8. They found that reducing the
number of input frames resulted in a faster training time, with models converging in
7All layers have 256 hidden units or dimensions in this example. We show a 3 layer RNN.
8Titan X and equivalent.
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Figure 2.3: Typical Machine Translation (MT) encoder architecture used in a seq2seq
model. Input is Spanish text.
around two weeks compared to over a month when using all the frames, and importantly,
this also helped the model achieve a better word-error-rate (WER) on the evaluation
set. Zhang et al. (2017) further improved upon the pyramidal bi-LSTM encoder, by
including a convolutional neural network (CNN) layer component. The use of CNNs
was inspired by their successful application in computer vision tasks, and previous work
demonstrated their utility for speech recognition as well (Abdel-Hamid et al., 2013;
Sainath et al., 2013; Chan and Lane, 2015; Sercu and Goel, 2016; Sercu et al., 2016).
In this new architecture, speech features (Fbanks) are first fed into a stack of CNN
layers. The first and second CNN layers use a stride of 2, thereby reducing the overall
number of time steps by 4; therefore the pyramidal method to reduce time steps is no
longer required, and a vanilla bi-LSTM encoder is used. Zhang et al. (2017) state that
reducing the number of time steps, using CNNs with a stride of 2, is important for
computational reasons. We do not explore this in detail in our own work, but refer the
reader to the work of Sercu and Goel (2016), who use CNN-based models for ASR and
test configurations with and without time pooling.
Whereas Chan et al. (2016) focused only on ASR, since then their pyramidal bi-LSTM
encoder has also been applied for ST by Duong et al. (2016) and Berard et al. (2016).
However, Duong et al. (2016) used the model only to align speech and text, and did not
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Figure 2.4: Pyramidal bi-LSTM encoder architecture. Input is Spanish speech.
make any translation predictions on test data. Berard et al. (2016) did make predictions,
but their experiments used synthesized speech data, which although promising, may be
a poor indicator for performance on real speech data.
The work by Weiss et al. (2017) was the first to show the effectiveness of seq2seq
models for ST on a real speech dataset. They used a hybrid CNN and RNN model,
adapted from the work of Zhang et al. (2017), for Spanish-English ST and achieved
state-of-the-art performance on the Fisher Spanish telephone speech dataset (Graff et al.,
2010; Post et al., 2014). We chose the Weiss et al. model to serve as the foundation of
our neural model based ST approach (explored in Chapter 4). As we are using the same
dataset, this provides us with a reference set of results to compare the performance of
our own ST models trained under simulated low-resource settings. The authors also
shared their model predictions on the evaluation sets, allowing us to use them for a
detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Since we began our work, several newer architectures have been proposed. In contrast
to CNN and/or RNN based seq2seq models, Vaswani et al. (2017) proposed the Trans-
former model for MT, which relies primarily on the attention mechanism, doing away
with both convolutional and recurrent model components. The model is parallelizable
to a higher degree, especially as a result of eliminating the RNN procedure, where the
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input needs to be processed in sequence. Vaswani et al. (2017) show that the model not
only trains faster, but also achieves state-of-the-art performance on an MT task. The
model architecture is rapidly being adopted for a wide variety of tasks, and was also
used to train Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT; Devlin
et al., 2019). Although the encoding time for this model architecture is faster than the
RNN-based model architectures, as there are O(1) sequential operations compared to
O(N) for RNN-based, the number of trainable parameters is also much higher. For
example, BERT has greater than 100 million parameters, compared to around 10 million
for the Weiss et al. (2017) model. In practice, this large number of parameters means
that models may not fit in a regular Titan X (or equivalent) GPU unless the mini-batch
size is reduced. And, for long speech utterances, the mini-batch size would have to be
reduced further. For example, the BERT model architecture, currently used to encode
text input, limits the longest sequence length to 512 tokens, which if used directly can
only be used to encode short speech utterances (around 5 seconds). According to the
official implementation for the basic BERT model, the recommended mini-batch size is
6 at the maximum sequence length. This would result in much slower training, which
could be addressed by training on several GPUs.9 Therefore, for now, some kind of
length pruning for speech utterances might still be required if models have to be trained
within reasonable compute.
Finally, Chen et al. (2018) propose a hybrid approach combining aspects of various
neural architectures: CNNs, RNNs and Transformer, and this is a promising direction for
future work. New (and improved) neural models will continue to be released in the near
future, but for the purposes of our research we use the CNN/RNN neural architecture
only. By keeping the model architecture consistent, we can compare whether a method,
such as transfer-learning (explored in Chapter 5), improves translation performance
over a baseline.
2.4 Speech recognition in low-resource scenarios
While our work focuses on low-resource ST, improving the performance of ASR sys-
tems in low-resource scenarios has long been an active area of research. For example,
a common scenario in ASR is the lightly-supervised setting, where there exists mono-
9GPU memory guidelines for BERT model: https://github.com/google-research/bert/
blob/master/README.md#out-of-memory-issues
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lingual transcribed speech data along with unlabeled speech data. The quantity of
labeled data is typically smaller than the unlabeled data. In this setting, semi-supervised
learning is often used, where an ASR system is first trained on the labeled data, which
is then used to predict text for the unlabeled speech. The speech data paired with
predicted text is then used to further train or refine the ASR system (Kemp and Waibel,
1999; Lamel et al., 2002). Lamel et al. (2002) further expand this setting to include
scenarios where instead of additional unannotated speech, a corpus of speech paired
with noisy transcriptions is available. They provide the example of broadcast news data,
where the closed captions or subtitles may not directly correspond to the audio. In this
setting, the noisy annotated transcripts are used to improve the quality of the predicted
transcripts from the ASR system, which are then used for further training (Chan and
Woodland, 2004; Laurent et al., 2016; Fainberg et al., 2019). This semi-supervised
learning method, which combines learning from annotated and unannotated speech, is a
promising avenue for future work in low-resource ST, but one which we do not explore
in our own work.
A different method which has been widely explored to improve low-resource ASR is
multi-lingual training (Schultz, 2002; Niesler, 2007; Ghoshal et al., 2013; Huang et al.,
2013; Heigold et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2013; Vu et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2012;
Cui et al., 2015; Alumäe et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016). Here, transcribed speech
data from different languages is exploited to improve the ASR performance of a target
language. We explore this method in our own work to improve ST and discuss it in
detail in Chapter 5.
2.5 Review and next steps
In this chapter we provided an overview of traditional speech features, which we use
as input to build ST systems. We also briefly reviewed unsupervised or zero-resource
learning using speech data only and focus on the UTD task. In Chapter 3 we build
a speech translation system using a publicly available, state-of-the-art UTD software
library. Finally, we reviewed contemporary neural sequence-to-sequence models for
directly translating speech into target language text, and use them as a basis for our
models in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 3
UTD based Speech-to-Text Translation
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe our first attempt at building an ST system trained and
tested on a realistic speech corpus. As we are interested in low-resource scenarios, it is
natural to ask whether methods developed by the zero-resource community (described
in Chapter 2) can be exploited. To test this, we use a recently released state-of-the-art
algorithm for UTD (Jansen and Van Durme, 2011) to build a traditional pipeline system
for Spanish-English ST trained on around 10 hours of data.
As an alternative to using UTD to construct an intermediate representation for low-
resource speech, we could have chosen to use a phone recognizer trained on a high-
resource language (Stahlberg et al., 2014). For example, Wilkinson et al. (2016) used an
English phoneme recognizer to convert Mandarin speech into discrete units. However,
they used synthesized speech generated from Mandarin text in their experiments. Re-
cently, Salesky et al. (2019a) did conduct experiments on real speech data. They built a
Mboshi-French ST system and processed Mboshi speech using an English phoneme
classifier. We do not explore this method in our own work and refer readers to the work
carried out by Salesky et al. (2019a) instead.
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Abstract
We explore the problem of translating
speech to text in low-resource scenarios
where neither automatic speech recognition
(ASR) nor machine translation (MT) are
available, but we have training data in the
form of audio paired with text translations.
We present the first system for this problem
applied to a realistic multi-speaker dataset,
the CALLHOME Spanish-English speech
translation corpus. Our approach uses un-
supervised term discovery (UTD) to cluster
repeated patterns in the audio, creating a
pseudotext, which we pair with translations
to create a parallel text and train a simple
bag-of-words MT model. We identify the
challenges faced by the system, finding that
the difficulty of cross-speaker UTD results
in low recall, but that our system is still able
to correctly translate some content words
in test data.
1 Introduction
Typical speech-to-text translation systems pipeline
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and machine
translation (MT) (Waibel and Fugen, 2008). But
high-quality ASR requires hundreds of hours of
transcribed audio, while high-quality MT requires
millions of words of parallel text—resources avail-
able for only a tiny fraction of the world’s estimated
7,000 languages (Besacier et al., 2014). Neverthe-
less, there are important low-resource settings in
which even limited speech translation would be
of immense value: documentation of endangered
languages, which often have no writing system (Be-
sacier et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2015); and crisis
response, for which text applications have proven
useful (Munro, 2010), but only help literate popu-
lations. In these settings, target translations may be
available. For example, ad hoc translations may be
collected in support of relief operations. Can we
do anything at all with this data?
In this exploratory study, we present a speech-
to-text translation system that learns directly from
source audio and target text pairs, and does not
require intermediate ASR or MT. Our work com-
plements several lines of related recent work. For
example, Duong et al. (2016) and Anastasopoulos
et al. (2016) presented models that align audio to
translated text, but neither used these models to
try to translate new utterances (in fact, the latter
model cannot make such predictions). Berard et
al. (2016) did develop a direct speech to transla-
tion system, but presented results only on a corpus
of synthetic audio with a small number of speak-
ers. Finally, Adams et al. (2016a; 2016b) targeted
the same low-resource speech-to-translation task,
but instead of working with audio, they started
from word or phoneme lattices. In principle these
could be produced in an unsupervised or minimally-
supervised way, but in practice they used super-
vised ASR/phone recognition. Additionally, their
evaluation focused on phone error rate rather than
translation. In contrast to these approaches, our
method can make translation predictions for audio
input not seen during training, and we evaluate it
on real multi-speaker speech data.
Our simple system (§2) builds on unsupervised
speech processing (Versteegh et al., 2015; Lee et
al., 2015; Kamper et al., 2016b), and in particu-
lar on unsupervised term discovery (UTD), which
creates hard clusters of repeated word-like units
in raw speech (Park and Glass, 2008; Jansen and
Van Durme, 2011). The clusters do not account
for all of the audio, but we can use them to sim-
ulate a partial, noisy transcription, or pseudotext,
which we pair with translations to learn a bag-of-
words translation model. We test our system on the
CALLHOME Spanish-English speech translation
corpus (Post et al., 2013), a noisy multi-speaker
corpus of telephone calls in a variety of Spanish di-
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alects (§3). Using the Spanish speech as the source
and English text translations as the target, we iden-
tify several challenges in the use of UTD, includ-
ing low coverage of audio and difficulty in cross-
speaker clustering (§4). Despite these difficulties,
we demonstrate that the system learns to translate
some content words (§5).
2 From unsupervised term discovery to
direct speech-to-text translation
For UTD we use the Zero Resource Toolkit (ZR-
Tools; Jansen and Van Durme, 2011).1 ZRTools
uses dynamic time warping (DTW) to discover
pairs of acoustically similar audio segments, and
then uses graph clustering on overlapping pairs
to form a hard clustering of the discovered seg-
ments. Replacing each discovered segment with
its unique cluster label, or pseudoterm, gives us a
partial, noisy transcription, or pseudotext (Fig. 1).
In creating a translation model from this data,
we face a difficulty that does not arise in the par-
allel texts that are normally used to train trans-
lation models: the pseudotext does not represent
all of the source words, since the discovered seg-
ments do not cover the full audio (Fig. 1). Hence
we must not assume that our MT model can com-
pletely recover the translation of a test sentence.
In these conditions, the language modeling and
ordering assumptions of most MT models are un-
warranted, so we instead use a simple bag-of-words
translation model based only on co-occurrence:
IBM Model 1 (Brown et al., 1993) with a Dirich-
let prior over translation distributions, as learned
by fast align (Dyer et al., 2013).2 In partic-
ular, for each pseudoterm, we learn a translation
distribution over possible target words. To trans-
late a pseudoterm in test data, we simply return its
highest-probability translation (or translations, as
discussed in §5).
This setup implies that in order to translate, we
must apply UTD on both the training and test au-
dio. Using additional (not only training) audio in
UTD increases the likelihood of discovering more
clusters. We therefore generate pseudotext for the
combined audio, train the MT model on the pseu-
dotext of the training audio, and apply it to the
pseudotext of the test data. This is fair since the
UTD has access to only the audio.3
1https://github.com/arenjansen/ZRTools
2We disable diagonal preference to simulate Model 1.
3This is the simplest approach for our proof-of-concept sys-
Spanish: sı́ pues y el carrito
English: yes well and the car
Pseudotext: c1
Spanish: sı́ pues y qué tal vas con
English: yes well and hows it going
Pseudotext: c1, c2
Spanish: este trabajo y se
English: this work
Pseudotext: c2
Spanish: llama del trabajo mi
English: call him from work
Pseudotext: c2
Figure 1: Example utterances from our data, show-
ing UTD matches, corresponding pseudotext, and
English translation. For clarity, we also show Span-
ish transcripts with the approximate alignment of
each pseudoterm underlined, though these tran-
scripts are unavailable to our system. Stopwords
(in gray) are ignored in our evaluations. These ex-
amples illustrate the difficulties of UTD: it does
not match the full audio, and it incorrectly clusters
part of utterance B with a good pair in C and D.
3 Dataset
Although we did not have access to a low-resource
dataset, there is a corpus of noisy multi-speaker
speech that simulates many of the conditions we
expect to find in our motivating applications: the
CALLHOME Spanish–English speech translation
dataset (LDC2014T23; Post el al., 2013).4 We ran
UTD over all 104 telephone calls, which pair 11
hours of audio with Spanish transcripts and their
crowdsourced English translations. The transcripts
contain 168,195 Spanish word tokens (10,674
types), and the translations contain 159,777 En-
glish word tokens (6,723 types). Though our sys-
tem does not require Spanish transcripts, we use
them to evaluate UTD and to simulate a perfect
UTD system, called the oracle.
For MT training, we use the pseudotext and trans-
lations of 50 calls, and we filter out stopwords in the
tem. In a more realistic setup, we could use the training audio
to construct a consensus representation of each pseudoterm
(Petitjean et al., 2011; Anastasopoulos et al., 2016), then use
DTW to identify its occurrences in test data to translate.
4We did not use the Fisher portion of the corpus.
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translations with NLTK (Bird et al., 2009).5 Since
UTD is better at matching patterns from the same
speaker (§4.2), we created two types of 90/10%
train/test split: at the call level and at the utterance
level. For the latter, 90% of the utterances are ran-
domly chosen for the training set (independent of
which call they occur in), and the rest go in the test
set. Hence at the utterance level, but not the call
level, some speakers are included in both training
and test data. Although the utterance-level split is
optimistic, it allows us to investigate how multiple
speakers affect system performance. In either case,
the oracle has about 38k Spanish tokens to train on.
4 Analysis of challenges from UTD
Our system relies on the pseudotext produced by
ZRTools (the only freely available UTD system we
are aware of), which presents several challenges
for MT. We used the default ZRTools parameters,
and it might be possible to tune them to our task,
but we leave this to future work.
4.1 Assigning wrong words to a cluster
Since UTD is unsupervised, the discovered clusters
are noisy. Fig. 1 shows an example of an incorrect
match between the acoustically similar “qué tal
vas con” and “te trabajo y” in utterances B and C,
leading to a common assignment to c2. Such incon-
sistencies in turn affect the translation distribution
conditioned on c2.
Many of these errors are due to cross-speaker
matches, which are known to be more challenging
for UTD (Carlin et al., 2011; Kamper et al., 2015;
Bansal et al., 2017). Most matches in our corpus
are across calls, yet these are also the least accu-
rate (Table 1). Within-utterance matches, which
are always from the same speaker, are the most
reliable, but make up the smallest proportion of
the discovered pairs. Within-call matches fall in
between. Overall, average cluster purity is only
34%, meaning that 66% of discovered patterns do
not match the most frequent type in their cluster.
4.2 Splitting words across different clusters
Although most UTD matches are across speakers,
recall of cross-speaker matches is lower than for
same-speaker matches. As a result, the same word
from different speakers often appears in multiple
clusters, preventing the model from learning good
translations. ZRTools discovers 15,089 clusters in
5http://www.nltk.org/
utterance call corpus
Matches 2% 17% 81%
Accuracy 78% 53% 8%
Table 1: UTD matches within utterances, within
calls and within the corpus. Matches within an
utterance or call are usually from the same speaker.
utterance split call split
Oracle 420 (10%) 719 (17%)
Pseudotext 601 (29%) 892 (44%)
Table 2: Number (percent) of out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) word tokens or pseudoterms in the test data
for different experimental conditions.
our data, though there are only 10,674 word types.
Only 1,614 of the clusters map one-to-one to a
unique word type, while a many-to-one mapping
of the rest covers only 1,819 gold types (leaving
7,241 gold types with no corresponding cluster).
Fragmentation of words across clusters renders
pseudoterms impossible to translate when they ap-
pear only in test and not in training. Table 2 shows
that these pseudotext out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words are frequent, especially in the call-level split.
This reflects differences in acoustic patterns of dif-
ferent speakers, but also in their vocabulary — even
the oracle OOV rate is higher in the call-level split.
4.3 UTD is sparse, giving low coverage
UTD is most reliable on long and frequently-
repeated patterns, so many spoken words are not
represented in the pseudotext, as in Fig. 1. We
found that the patterns discovered by ZRTools
match only 28% of the audio. This low cover-
age reduces training data size, affects alignment
quality, and adversely affects translation, which is
only possible when pseudoterms are present. For
almost half the utterances, UTD fails to produce
any pseudoterm at all.
5 Speech translation experiments
We evaluate our system by comparing its output
to the English translations on the test data. Since
it translates only a handful of words in each sen-
tence, BLEU, which measures accuracy of word
sequences, is an inappropriate measure of accu-
racy.6 Instead we compute precision and recall over
6BLEU scores for supervised speech translation systems
trained on our data can be found in Kumar et al. (2014).
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source text gold translation oracle translation utd translation
1 cómo anda el plan esco-
lar
how is the school plan
going
things whoa mean plan school school going
2 dile que le mando salu-
dos
tell him that i say hi tell send best says say hi
3 sı́ con dos dientes
menos
yeah with two teeth less two teeth less least denture yeah teeth
4 o dejando o dejando dos
dı́as
or giving or giving two
days
improves apart improves apart
two days
two days
5 ah ya okey veintitrés de
noviembre no
ah yeah okay twenty
third of november no
oh ah okay another three fourth
november
twenty november
Table 3: Source text (left) paired with translations by humans (gold), oracle, and UTD-based system.
Underlined words appear in UTD and the corresponding human translations.
oracle pseudotext
K metric utterance call utterance call
1 Prec. 38.6 35.7 7.9 4.0
1 Rec. 33.8 28.4 1.8 0.6
5 Prec. 24.6 23.1 5.9 2.7
5 Rec. 54.4 46.4 5.2 1.5
Table 4: Precision and recall for K = 1 and K = 5
under different conditions.
the content words in the translation. We allow the
system to guess K words per test pseudoterm, so
for each utterance, we compute the number of cor-
rect predictions as corr@K = |pred@K ∩ gold|,
where pred@K is the multiset of words predicted
using K predictions per pseudoterm and gold is the
multiset of content words in the reference transla-
tion. For utterances where the reference translation
has no content words, we use stop words. The
utterance-level scores are then used to compute
corpus-level Precision@K and Recall@K.
Table 4 and Fig. 2 show that even the oracle
has mediocre precision and recall, indicating the
difficulties of training an MT system using only
bag-of-content-words on a relatively small corpus.
Splitting the data by utterance works somewhat bet-
ter, since training and test share more vocabulary.
Table 4 and Fig. 2 also show a large gap be-
tween the oracle and our system. This is not sur-
prising given the problems with the UTD output
discussed in Section 4. In fact, it is encouraging
given the small number of discovered terms and the
low cluster purity that our system can still correctly
translate some words (Table 3). These results are a
positive proof of concept, showing that it is possi-
ble to discover and translate keywords from audio
data even with no ASR or MT system. Neverthe-
less, UTD quality is clearly a limitation, especially



























Figure 2: Precision and Recall @K for the call and
utterance level test sets.
for the more realistic by-call data split.
6 Conclusions and future work
Our results show that it is possible to build a speech
translation system using only source-language au-
dio paired with target-language text, which may be
useful in many situations where no other speech
technology is available. Our analysis also points to
several possible improvements. Poor cross-speaker
matches and low audio coverage prevent our sys-
tem from achieving a high recall, suggesting the
of use speech features that are effective in multi-
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speaker settings (Kamper et al., 2015; Kamper
et al., 2016a) and speaker normalization (Zeghi-
dour et al., 2016). Finally, Bansal et al. (2017)
recently showed that UTD can be improved using
the translations themselves as a source of informa-
tion, which suggests joint learning as an attractive
area for future work.
On the other hand, poor precision is most likely
due to the simplicity of our MT model, and de-
signing a model whose assumptions match our data
conditions is an important direction for future work,
which may combine our approach with insight from
recent, quite different audio-to-translation models
(Duong et al., 2016; Anastasopoulos et al., 2016;
Adams et al., 2016a; Adams et al., 2016b; Berard
et al., 2016). Parameter-sharing using word and
acoustic embeddings would allow us to make pre-
dictions for OOV pseudoterms by using the nearest
in-vocabulary pseudoterm instead.
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3.3 Comments and further analysis
In this chapter we built an ST system using an algorithm developed by the zero-resource
speech processing community. Our work highlights several challenges in using this
method, primarily poor UTD performance in multispeaker conversational speech leading
to low quality translations as measured by precision/recall. Further analysis revealed
that these precision/recall scores were outperformed by a naive baseline where the 5
most frequent words in the training set were predicted for each dev/test set utterance,
placing further doubt on the utility of the proposed UTD based ST system and our
evaluation method.1 This led us to more vigorously employing such naive baselines for
comparison in all our future work.
In the next chapter we begin exploring neural models for ST, motivated in part by
the promising work by Weiss et al. (2017) who trained a neural sequence-to-sequence
model on around 160 hours of Spanish telephone speech data paired with English text
translations. This was the first successful application of a neural ST model on a realistic
speech corpus and their system produced good quality translations on the held out
evaluation sets. In addition, compared to our UTD based system which produces a bag-
of-words translation, the Weiss et al. system generates a complete English text sequence
prediction (in order and including stop words) given a Spanish speech utterance. This
allows the authors to compute more widely used evaluation metrics for translation
systems such as BLEU scores.






In this chapter, we use a neural model to directly translate speech in a source language
to target language text. We begin by adapting the model architecture introduced
by Weiss et al. (2017), who used 160 hours of Spanish-English ST data to train a
sequence-to-sequence neural model for speech-to-text. Their model produced high
quality translations and also outperformed a cascaded ASR and MT model for speech
translation. Though impressive, their work uses more than 10 times the training data
used in our previous work (Chapter 3), and requires significant computational resources
for training.
As the Weiss et al. (2017) system is not publicly available, we cannot replicate their
results, nor can we run their model on data settings of our interest. Our goals for this
chapter are as follows: (1) we create our own implementation of the Weiss et al. model;
(2) we simulate low-resource conditions and train ST models with decreasing amounts of
training data and measure translation performance; (3) we compute additional evaluation
metrics to thoroughly evaluate the translations produced by our models.
4.2 Paper: Low-Resource Speech-to-Text Translation
Publication status. This work was published in Interspeech 2018.
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Contributions. The ideas presented in this paper were developed jointly involving all
the co-authors. They also provided regular feedback on all results and helped identify
areas for improvement. Each co-author also played a key role in the publication writing
process.
My individual contributions in this work were developing the code base for the neural
model training and testing; experimental setup; managing the execution of all experi-
ments on the GPUs; generating evaluation metrics and visualizations.
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Abstract
Speech-to-text translation has many potential applications for
low-resource languages, but the typical approach of cascading
speech recognition with machine translation is often impossible,
since the transcripts needed to train a speech recognizer are usu-
ally not available for low-resource languages. Recent work has
found that neural encoder-decoder models can learn to directly
translate foreign speech in high-resource scenarios, without the
need for intermediate transcription. We investigate whether this
approach also works in settings where both data and computation
are limited. To make the approach efficient, we make several
architectural changes, including a change from character-level
to word-level decoding. We find that this choice yields crucial
speed improvements that allow us to train with fewer computa-
tional resources, yet still performs well on frequent words. We
explore models trained on between 20 and 160 hours of data, and
find that although models trained on less data have considerably
lower BLEU scores, they can still predict words with relatively
high precision and recall—around 50% for a model trained on
50 hours of data, versus around 60% for the full 160 hour model.
Thus, they may still be useful for some low-resource scenarios.
Index Terms: speech translation, low-resource speech process-
ing, encoder-decoder models
1. Introduction
Conventional systems for speech-to-text translation [1] typically
pipeline automatic speech recognition and machine translation,
and since both of these applications require large training sets,
these systems are available for only a tiny fraction of the world’s
highest-resource languages. But speech-to-text translation could
be especially valuable in low-resource scenarios, for example in
documentation of unwritten or endangered languages [2–6]; or
in crisis relief, where emergency workers might need to respond
to calls or requests in a foreign language [7]. These applica-
tions have motivated recent research on low-resource speech
translation trained on a (potentially) cheaper resource: speech
paired with its translation, with no intermediate transcriptions.1
Initial work studied speech-to-text alignment without transla-
tion [11, 12], or focused on translating a few keywords using
heuristic methods with just a few hours of training data [13, 14].
Recently, recurrent encoder-decoder models have been
used to develop end-to-end speech-to-text translation models,
which have been tested in high-resource settings on synthesized
speech [15], audiobooks [10, 16], and a large dataset of conver-
sational telephone speech [9]. So far, these neural models have
been shown to produce high-quality translations with substantial
1There is also recent work [8–10] using multitask learning to learn
both translation and transcription models, showing improvements on the
individual tasks. We focus here on the scenario without transcriptions.
Weiss et al. Our model
speech features 240 dim 80 dim
conv LSTM [17] yes no
decoder characters words
asynchronous SGD yes no
L2 penalty 10−6 10−4
Gaussian weight noise yes no
number of model replicas 10 1
Table 1: Comparison of Weiss et al. [9] and our model.
resources—typically more than 100 hours of translated audio,
from which models are trained for many days on multiple GPUs.
But in our scenarios of interest, we expect to have less data,
less time, and fewer computational resources. How will neural
models perform in such low-resource settings?
In this paper we perform an extensive investigation of the
effects of training end-to-end speech-to-text translation models
with limited resources. We implement a model inspired by the
state-of-the-art architecture of Weiss et al. [9], but modify it to
permit training in reasonable time on a single GPU (§2). The
biggest change, compared to [9] (and also [8, 10]), is to use
word-level decoding instead of character-level. We show that
word-level models can be trained much faster than character-
level models and still obtain comparable precision and recall;
the tradeoff for this speed improvement is that they struggle
to translate infrequent word types, leading to a drop in overall
accuracy as measured by BLEU and METEOR.
We investigate the model’s performance as we gradually
reduce training data from the full 160 hours to as little as 20
hours. With only 50 hours of training data, our model still pro-
duces accurate translations for short utterances, with precision
and recall around 50%. Although translation quality is much
worse with 20 hours of data, precision and recall are still around
30%, which may be useful in low-resource applications. The
50-hour model trains in less than three days on a single GPU.
2. Speech-to-Text Model
Following Weiss et al. [9], we combine convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) components
to build an encoder-decoder model with attention, but we modify
the system (Table 1) so that we can train even our larger models
in 3-5 days on a single GPU.
2.1. Speech encoder
Raw speech input is converted to Mel filterbank features com-
puted every 10ms. Weiss et al.’s [9] model uses 240-dimensional
input speech features, consisting of 80 filterbanks stacked with
Interspeech 2018
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delta and delta-deltas. We use only 80-dimensional filterbank
features. In preliminary experiments, we did not find much
difference between 40, 40+deltas and 80 dimensions.
The filterbank features are fed into a stack of two CNN
layers with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations [18], each
with 64 filters (compared to 32 used in Weiss et al.) of shape
3×3 along time and frequency, and a stride of 2×2. Striding
reduces the sequence length by a factor of 4, which is important
for reducing computation in the subsequent RNN layers.
At training time we use bucketing—80 buckets, with width
increments of 25 frames—and padding of speech data. The
utterances in the training set vary in length from 2 to 30 seconds;
those longer than 20 seconds (80×25 frames) are truncated. We
select up to 64 utterances from a bucket to create a mini-batch.
The output of the CNN layers is fed into three stacked bi-
directional long short-term memory (LSTM) [19] layers, with
256-dimensional hidden states in each direction. Since the RNN
operations are the main bottleneck, for initial hyper-parameter
tuning we used uni-directional LSTMs with 300-dimensional
hidden states. We then switch to bi-directional LSTM encoders
to generate the final results.
2.2. English decoder
We use a word-level decoder, whereas Weiss et al. [9] used a
character-level decoder. Since there are roughly five times as
many characters as words, this greatly reduces sequence length,
which speeds training for each individual utterance and allows
us to use larger mini-batch sizes.
The English words are fed into an embedding layer followed
by a stack of three uni-directional LSTM layers. We implement
attention using the global attentional model with general score
function and input-feeding, as described in [20]. We use beam
decoding with a beam size of 8.
2.3. Optimizer
We use cross-entropy as the loss function. We regularize with
dropout [21], with a ratio of 0.5 over the embedding and the
LSTM layers [22], and an L2 penalty of 0.0001. We use a
teacher-forcing [23] ratio of 0.8. Our code is implemented in
Chainer [24].2 Weiss et al.’s [9] model is trained using asyn-
chronous stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) across 10 replicas;
we train using a single model copy. Although Weiss et al.’s model
benefited greatly from adding Gaussian noise to the weights
during training (personal communication), we were unable to
replicate this benefit and did not use noise injection.
3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental setup
We use the Fisher Spanish speech dataset [25]: a multispeaker
corpus of telephone calls in a variety of Spanish dialects recorded
in realistic noise conditions. The English translations were col-
lected through crowdsourcing, as described in [26], and are used
to train all models. There are four English references per utter-
ance for the development and test sets, and one per utterance
for the training set. We only use one of the two development
sets (dev, not dev2). The training set comprises 160 hours of
speech, split into 140K utterances; the development and test sets
have about 4.5 hours of speech split into 4K utterances each.
2Code available at: https://github.com/0xSameer/
speech2text/tree/seq2seq
We lower-case and remove punctuation from the English transla-
tions and tokenize the text using NLTK [27].3 This gives about
17K training word types and 1.5M tokens. There are about 300
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word types (400 tokens) in the dev set,
out of 40K tokens.
We first train a model using the entire 160 hours of labeled
training data. To understand the impact of training data size on
translation quality, we further train models using smaller subsets:
80, 50, 25, 20 hours of data, selected at random, from the entire
training data. We use the same set of hyper-parameters—tuned
for 160hrs—for all models. With these model parameters and
training setup, we are able to train an epoch—a complete pass
through the entire 160 hours of training data—in about 2 hours
on a single Titan X (or equivalent) GPU.
3.2. Evaluation
In order to understand different aspects of model behavior, we
evaluate with several metrics: BLEU [28], METEOR [29], and
unigram precision/recall on the Fisher dev set, using all 4 human
references.4 BLEU measures how well a predicted translation
matches a set of references based on a modified n-gram preci-
sion; it does not compute recall, and instead uses a brevity penalty
to account for mismatch in reference and predicted lengths. ME-
TEOR computes both precision and recall and combines them
via a harmonic mean, with greater weight given to recall. The
final score is computed using a set of parameters, tuned for
individual languages to correlate well with human judgments.
Whereas BLEU looks only for exact token matches between
a prediction and set of references, METEOR also takes into
account stem, synonym, and paraphrase matches. These four
categories are weighted (by default) 1.0, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.6, respec-
tively. For example, with these weights, a prediction of “eat”
will score a recall of 1 against reference “eat” and 0.8 against
reference “feed”, a synonym match. METEOR can therefore be
considered a more semantic measure. In low-resource settings,
inexact translations that capture the semantics of an utterance
are still useful. We use default settings and configuration files
provided by the METEOR script for English. For comparison,
we also provide human-level BLEU and METEOR scores by
comparing one reference against the remaining 3.
In low-resource settings, BLEU scores may be very low and
therefore difficult to interpret, but a model might still be able to
predict (potentially important) keywords, which could be useful
for cross-lingual applications. So, we also report word-level
unigram precision using the BLEU script: if a predicted token
is present in any of the 4 reference translations, it is considered
a True Positive; otherwise it is a False Positive. Unigram recall
is computed using the METEOR script, which includes stem,
synonym, and paraphrase level matches. We also compute recall
for exact matches only, by setting the METEOR weights to 1.0,
0.0, 0.0 and 0.0.
3.3. Results and discussion
Figures 1 and 2 show the BLEU, METEOR, and precision/recall
scores on the dev set for each model as we change the amount
of training data. Table 2 shows the BLEU scores on the test set.
3http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html#
nltk.tokenize.word_tokenize
4BLEU and precision are computed using multi-bleu.pl from
the MOSES toolkit [30], which computes 4-gram BLEU. METEOR
score and recall are computed using the script from http://www.cs.
cmu.edu/˜alavie/METEOR/.
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Figure 1: Fisher dev set BLEU/METEOR results.
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Figure 2: Fisher dev set precision/recall results.
Word vs. character models. Weiss et al.’s [9] character-level
model achieves close to human performance.5 Our word-level
model, trained on 160 hours of data, converges to a BLEU score
of 29.5 in about five days, a much lower score than Weiss et al.’s.
One reason for this discrepancy is our different architecture and
training setup (§2 and Table 1), which allowed us to train our
models on our available computing resources.6
Training the character-level model takes nearly twice as long
per epoch (4 hours for 160hrs of data) as the word-level model
(2 hours). Our character-level model also has much smaller per-
formance gains per epoch. To speed up character-level model
training, we truncate utterances longer than 15 seconds (20 sec-
onds for word models), reducing training time to 3 hours per
epoch. Figure 3 compares character-level models trained in this
way to word-level models for two training set sizes.
One of the main benefits of character models is their ability
to gracefully handle OOV or infrequent words. On the dev
set, the Weiss et al. model predicts about 130 word types that
were not seen in training, which helps the model recall 7 OOV
tokens out of 400. This is too small an effect to account for the
performance differences, so we also analyze performance for a
range of word frequencies. Table 3 shows the precision/recall
5The human scores are computed using 3 references; BLEU scores
for all models are 2-4 points lower when using 3 instead of 4 references.
6Since our paper was submitted, [8] reported results on 20 hours
of Spanish-English data for several multitask (translation/transcription)
models and a baseline speech-to-text model. They used a character-
level decoder and a different corpus (CALLHOME). They did not report
detailed word-level BLEU scores, but said they were “between 7 and 10”
for all models.
















Figure 3: Performance vs. training time for the word vs. charac-
ter decoders. Each marker denotes 5 epochs.
W 160h 80h 50h 40h 25h 20h
47.3 29.4 21.4 18.2 13.6 8.9 5.3
Table 2: BLEU scores of (W)eiss et al.’s model and our models
on the Fisher test set.
for the 160hrs model and Weiss et al.’s [9] model, for words of
different frequencies. We only consider content word types—
words that are more than five characters long and are not in the
NLTK stopword lists. The word-level model recall drops rapidly
for medium frequency words, and for rare word types it has
almost 0% recall. From this, we see that the main benefit of the
character-level model is in handling of rare words, rather than
previously unseen words.
Training considerations. Regularization parameters are critical
to model performance. Figure 4 shows that increasing the L2
weight decay to a rate of 10−4 from 10−6 improved BLEU by
about 2 points. Even though we use a high L2 penalty and
dropout ratio, the models can overfit; the training loss continues
to decrease, and we use early stopping based on dev set BLEU.
We also tried using batch normalization [31] at each CNN
layer, and layer normalization [32] at each LSTM layer; but these
did not have any noticeable impact on training performance.
Other design considerations. Using a bi-directional LSTM en-
coder does not seem to have an effect for the largest training sets,
but improves BLEU by about one point in the ≤50 hour cases
Rare Medium Frequent
training types 12K 1K 386
training tokens 30K 56K 200K
Precision (%):
Weiss et al. 81.1 76.3 79.6
160hrs 87.5 69 65.7
Recall (%):
Weiss et al. 24.5 65.4 78.1
160hrs 1.1 36.9 64.4
Table 3: Content word frequency vs. dev precision/recall. Rare
words have ≤10 tokens per type in the training text; medium
have 25–100 tokens; frequent have ≥150 tokens.
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50hrs,  bi-LSTM, L2=1e-4
50hrs, uni-LSTM, L2=1e-4
50hrs, uni-LSTM, L2=1e-6
80hrs,  bi-LSTM, L2=1e-4
80hrs, uni-LSTM, L2=1e-4
Figure 4: Performance comparison: uni-directional vs. bi-
directional encoders, L2 loss penalties.
model translations
Ref so no yes but there are people who do get bothered a lot
W so no yes there are people that do bother a lot
160h so no if people are bothering a lot
80h so if there are people that are bothering a lot
50h so no yes that’s why it bothers me a lot
40h so if you think that it’s like a lot
25h so i don’t know if people who are bother me much
20h so if you have a car you can do it a lot
Ref greetings ah my name is jenny and i’m calling from newyork
W hi ah my name is jenny i’m calling from new york
160h hi ah my name is jenny i’m calling from new york
80h good ah my name is jenny i’m calling from new york
50h good ah my name is jenny calling from new york
40h well ah i’m calling from from new york
25h good ah my name is peruvian i’m calling from new york
20h good ah my name is jenny
Table 4: Example translations of (W)eiss et al.’s model and our
models on dev set utterances, with stem-level n-gram matches to
the reference sentence underlined.
(Figure 4). This comes at a training time cost: bi-directional
encoder models are almost 50% slower to train per epoch.
Figure 5 shows the improvement in BLEU scores by using
beam decoding, over greedy decoding. Beam decoding always
helps, but has a larger effect with more training data.
Exact vs. semantic matches. Figure 1 shows that the gap in
METEOR scores between our models and Weiss et al.’s is much
smaller than the gap in BLEU, and METEOR degrades more
slowly as training data is reduced. This suggests that although
our models are much worse at predicting the exact words in the
reference translations, they often predict near-exact matches.
Table 4 shows some example predictions. As expected from
the BLEU/METEOR results, the translations trained on more
than 50 hours are fairly good, though they may contain different
forms of the content words than are in the reference (e.g. bother-
ing/bothers vs. bothered). The models trained on less data are
clearly worse: they usually get some words right, which could be
useful for keyword spotting or topic modeling in low-resource
settings, but in some cases (as in the first example) the correctly
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Figure 5: Performance comparison: Greedy vs. beam decoding.
predicted words do not carry much of the meaning.
Neural models in the extreme low-data setting. One may won-
der whether, for very low-data settings, neural models still out-
perform older non-neural models at all. While we did not directly
compare to a non-neural model, one indication is that, in the
lowest-data settings, BLEU and METEOR are much worse but
unigram precision and recall are still in the 25-35% range. These
results compare very favorably to the 2-10% precision/recall
reported by [14], who used a heuristic speech-to-text translation
system trained on the CALLHOME corpus (also about 20 hours
of Spanish conversational telephone speech with English text
translations). So, it appears that even in a very low-resource set-
ting with a model that is not state-of-the-art, the neural approach
significantly outperforms previous non-neural models.
4. Conclusion
We performed a thorough analysis of a neural end-to-end speech-
to-text translation model, with a specific focus on how perfor-
mance is affected when using limited computational resources
and limited amounts of data. We also showed the effects of a
number of architectural design decisions using several perfor-
mance metrics. While word-level models fall behind previously
proposed character-level models when trained on around 160
hours of translated speech, our word-level models can be trained
much faster and give reasonable performance on smaller train-
ing sets. Although translation quality drops, models trained on
only 20 hours of translated speech achieve precision and recall
of around 30% for content words. This could still be useful
in search applications in severely low-resource scenarios. We
believe that our extensive analyses in this work will contribute to
better decision-making for architectural choices in computation-
and data-limited settings.
In future work we aim to consider sub-word modelling [33],
which could balance the trade-off between training costs and
translation performance. In addition, we plan to try speech
features that are targeted to low-resource multi-speaker set-
tings [34, 35] and speaker normalization [36].
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4.3 Comments, updates, and further analysis
In this chapter we trained several ST models using a neural model architecture adapted
from Weiss et al. (2017). Our decision to model English text as a sequence of words
(instead of characters), helped us expedite the training process, but at a cost of general-
ization performance. Our aim with this set of experiments was to test whether neural
models will learn under low-resource conditions. We observe that with as little as 20
hours of training data, our ST model achieves a BLEU score of around 5 and a unigram
precision/recall of around 30%. Although these scores seem low, they are a positive
sign that the model is learning something useful and motivate further exploration in
this data setting. There is clearly room for improvement, as while carrying out these
experiments we were not targeting the best performance possible which would have
required careful hyperparameter tuning (considerably extending training time) for each
individual ST model and instead used the same set of hyperparameters — optimized for
the 160 hour training data setting — for all training data settings.
We now turn our attention towards improving ST performance in low-resource settings
and modify the neural model architecture and training procedures. We describe the
changes made and report the improved scores in Section 4.3.1. We include further
analysis of our results and compare neural model based approach for ST to previous
methods. We end the chapter with a discussion about some of the other methods we
tried to improve translation performance, but which were ultimately unsuccessful.
4.3.1 Improved ST model architecture and training
We make the following changes to our neural model presented in Bansal et al. (2018)
and training procedures:
1. Subword modeling. We switch to subword-level modeling at the decoder. We
segment the target English text into subword units using byte pair encoding (BPE;
Gage, 1994; Sennrich et al., 2016b). We use the English text from the full 160-
hour Fisher training set as input to learn a target vocabulary of 1000 BPE subword
units.1 This change makes our model an open-vocabulary system (it can predict
unseen words).
1We settled on 1000 BPE units as it provides a balance between the vocabulary size (types) and the
number of tokens for training. We also experimented with a BPE vocabulary of 100 and 10,000.
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Representation Decoder input # tokens
word i live in the bronx 5
character i l i v e i n t h e b r o n x 19
BPE i live in the br? on? x 7
Table 4.1: Word, character and BPE representations for the English text: “i live in the
bronx”. indicates a space character; ? symbol indicates a subword boundary.
Using BPE to preprocess the English text gives us 1.9 million tokens, compared
to 1.5 million words, an increase of 25%. In practice this results in a marginal
increase in the overall training time; but is still a lot faster to train than a character-
level model.
As an example, Table 4.1 shows the different representations for the English
text: “i live in the bronx”, which contains 5 word/19 character tokens. The BPE
encoding splits the infrequently occuring bronx token into a sequence of subword
units: br?, on?, and x, where the ? symbol indicates a subword boundary. The
subword unit br? is also used to represent the word british as br? it? ish.
2. Adding noise. To help improve regularization during training, we add Gaussian
noise with standard deviation of 0.25 to the speech features during training, and
drop frames with a probability of 0.10. After 20 epochs, we corrupt the true
decoder labels by sampling a random output label with a probability of 0.3. This
penalizes high model confidence while predicting the target word/subword unit
and is similar to label smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016). These techniques are
based on preliminary experiments we carried out using the development set.
3. MFCC features. We use 13 dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) extracted from the raw speech input, instead of using 80 dimensional
Mel filterbanks. The MFFC feature vectors are fed into a stack of two CNN
layers, with 128 and 512 filters with a filter width of 9 frames each, and a stride
of 2 along time. The switch to MFFCs was motivated primarily for computational
reasons (especially disk space).
Our final neural network model architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. For comparison,
the Weiss et al. (2017) model is shown in Figure 4.2.
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RNN output = 37 hidden states x 512 dim.
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<s> i live in br+ on+ x
i live in br+ on+ x <e>
Attention
Figure 4.1: Proposed Encoder-decoder with attention model architecture for low-resource
ST. The encoder input is the Spanish speech utterance: yo vive en bronx translated as i
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<s> i _ l i v e _ i n _ b r o n x
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Figure 4.2: Weiss et al. encoder-decoder with attention model architecture for ST.
The decoder output is English characters. Layers in grey/dotted are not used in our
adaptation.
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BLEU Precision Recall
top 15 training words baseline — 24.9 20.0
20hrs (Bansal et al., 2018) 5.2 35.1 28.7
20hrs + mfcc + word 7.9 38.5 34.0
20hrs + mfcc + subword 8.0 39.8 34.5
20hrs + mfcc + word + noise 8.1 39.2 33.9
20hrs + mfcc + subword + noise 10.8 (↑ 5.6) 45.1 38.7
50hrs (Bansal et al., 2018) 18.2 54.9 46.7
50hrs + mfcc + subword + noise 22.7 (↑ 4.5) 58.7 51.9
Table 4.2: Fisher test set BLEU, and precision/recall scores for Spanish-English ST.
Results. In the following, we refer to our previously published results as Nhrs (Bansal
et al., 2018), where N is the size of the training set in hours. For our new results, we
add the suffixes +word or +subword to denote word-level or subword-level decoding
respectively. We use the suffix +noise if we add noise during training; and +mfcc for
MFCC features. For example, 20hrs+subword+noise+mfcc denotes a Spanish-English
ST model trained using 20 hours of data, with subword-level decoding, noise addition
during training, and MFCC features. We also include precision and recall scores for a
naive baseline model which outputs the K most frequent training words for each test set
utterance. We tried a range of values for K (up to 50) and show the results for K = 15,
where the precision/recall are most similar.
Table 4.2 shows the test set BLEU, precision and recall scores for Spanish-English
ST models trained using 20 hours and 50 hours of data, before and after making the
changes described above. We observe that the BLEU scores improve by around 5 points;
precision/recall by almost 5-10% points, compared to results published in Bansal et al.
(2018). For the 20 hour setting, we conduct ablation experiments and observe that
the best word-level model (20hrs + word + noise + mfcc) achieves a BLEU score of
8.1; or around 2.5 BLEU points below our best model with subword-level decoding
(20hrs + subword + noise + mfcc), which achieves a BLEU score of 10.8.
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4.3.2 Stability of ST models in low-resource settings
We focus on the 20 hours Spanish-English ST setting, where our improved ST model
achieved a BLEU score of 10.8 (Table 4.2) and test the following:
1. Weight initialization. We test whether the results are robust to the neural network
weight initialization, by training several models with different starting values for
all the layers (LSTM, CNN, embedding, etc. weights).
2. Training sample. We test whether our results are strongly tied to the specific 20
hours of training data we sampled from the entire Fisher corpus, by re-sampling
a new set of 20 hours of ST training data.
The mean BLEU score on the Fisher dev set for these models (total 5) is 10.5 with
a standard error of 0.17. The highest BLEU score measured is 11.2 and the lowest
9.9. The relatively similar score values suggests that ST models trained under such
low-resource settings are fairly stable.
4.3.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art ST and human topline
As a final step, we trained ST models using the entire 160 hours of data in the Fisher cor-
pus and report the results in Table 4.3. Our new model, 160hrs + word + noise + mfcc,
with changes described in Section 4.3.1, achieved a BLEU score of 33.3 on the test
set with a training time of around a week; an improvement of around 4 BLEU points
from Bansal et al. (2018). With extended training times (around 3 weeks) and further
hyperparameter tuning, our ST model (+ extended training) achieved a BLEU score of
35.8 on the test set.2
However, even with the improvements, we were not able to replicate the score of 47.3
achieved by Weiss et al. (2017) when using the same amount of training data. Our
results are closer to recent work by Sperber et al. (2019) and Salesky et al. (2019b),
who report a BLEU score of 35.3 and 33.7, respectively, on the same dataset and
also note that they weren’t able to match the results of Weiss et al. (2017).3 Training
ST models to achieve state-of-the-art performance in high-resource settings requires
2The model architecture (number of layers, etc.) was not modified, and instead the hyperparameters
related to regularization were changed.
3We only compare against the BLEU scores for the direct ST baselines reported by Weiss et al.
(2017), Sperber et al. (2019), and Salesky et al. (2019b).
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BLEU
160hrs (Bansal et al., 2018) 29.4
160hrs + mfcc + subword + noise 33.2
+ extended training 35.8
Weiss et al. (2017) 47.3
Sperber et al. (2019) 35.3
Salesky et al. (2019b) 33.7
Table 4.3: Fisher test set BLEU scores for Spanish-English direct ST.
considerable hyperparameter tuning and computational resources (Weiss et al. used 10
model replicas for ASGD training), and is outside the scope of our work. Nevertheless,
it is also important to ensure our model scores are comparable to contemporaneous
work and the work by Sperber et al. (2019) and Salesky et al. (2019b) helps provide
external (and independent) validation.
Comparison with human topline. To put the reported BLEU scores for our low-
resource ST models in perspective, we compute an approximate upper bound for BLEU
on the Fisher dev set. For each dev set utterance, the dataset provides 4 reference
human translations. By holding out a reference, and comparing it to the remaining 3,
we compute the BLEU score for the human translations themselves. We then recompute
the BLEU scores for our 20 hour ST model and the translations produced by the Weiss
et al. (2017) model using only 3 references as well. Table 4.4 shows that there is over a
30 BLEU point difference between our 20 hour model and the state-of-the-art; and only
10 BLEU points between the state-of-the-art and the human reference BLEU score. We
therefore expect the translations produced by our model to be noisy.
BLEU (3 references)
human 52.8
Weiss et al. (160 hours) 43.0
Our 20 hours 9.8
Table 4.4: Fisher dev set BLEU scores for Spanish-English direct ST. Computed using 3
references (instead of all 4).
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4.3.4 Comparison with pattern-detection based ST.
In Chapter 3, we trained Spanish-English ST models using a speech pattern detection
based algorithm (UTD-ST). We find that neural ST models offer several advantages
compared to UTD-ST:
1. Faster to train. Both methods take about a day to complete training on 20 hours
of ST data. UTD-ST, however, scales poorly as more training data is added:
in order to detect speech patterns, each speech utterance has to be compared
against the entire training set, resulting in a time complexity of O(N2×M logM),
where M is a typical speech utterance duration; and N is the number of training
set utterances (around 18K for 20 hours of data). Note that as N>>M, for the
purposes of this analysis we will consider M as a constant and focus on time
complexity as a function of training set size. Therefore, for UTD-ST the time
complexity is effectively O(N2), scaling quadratically with the training set size.
The neural model in contrast has a training time complexity of O(N) which scales
linearly as more training data is added.
In addition, the neural model is fully parameterized by the weights of all its layers.
Once trained, we no longer need to retain the training data, and just save the
neural network weights, which is a fixed size. If more training data becomes
available in the future, the neural model can be further trained on this new set
of speech utterances, with a complexity of O(Q), where Q is the number of new
training utterances added. Note that this no longer depends upon N.
For UTD-ST, we have to retain the entire set of training data utterances (similar
to a nonparametric model) and compare each new training example against the
old examples for pattern detection. The time complexity of training will now be:
O(Q2).4 Therefore, with respect to both space and runtime, the neural models
offer much better performance.
2. Faster at making predictions. Importantly, the neural model is far more efficient
at making predictions for new audio utterances — taking about 1 second per
prediction (using beam search) for an utterance several seconds long, with a
complexity of O(1) per test set utterance.
4The total number of operations for UTD pattern discovery when Q new utterances are added is
equal to (N +Q)×Q.
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UTD-ST has a prediction time complexity of O(K), where K is approximately
equal to the number of word types in the training set (for our datasets this number
is around 10K). A large value of K results in a longer prediction time per utterance
in practice.
In addition, the neural model predicts a sequence of text, and is an open vocabulary
system (subword modeling), which can potentially predict unseen words. UTD-
ST in contrast predicts a bag-of-words and is a limited vocabulary system.
4.3.5 Other methods to improve ST
We tried several methods to improve translation performance:
1. Curriculum-learning (Bengio et al., 2009), where we initially train the model on
simpler (shorter duration) utterances.
2. Using monolingual English text to learn a language model and transferring the
decoder embeddings to the Spanish-English ST model (Ramachandran et al.,
2017). We refer to this method as LM-emb and train a language model using the
entire 160 hours of English text translations in the Fisher corpus.5
These methods seemed to work well initially and we observed up to 1.5 BLEU point
improvement over a preliminary baseline (Table 4.5). However, most of these gains
disappeared when we added random noise during training (Section 4.3.1). This perhaps
suggests that these methods themselves are doing some form of regularization as
well (Felbo et al., 2017). And unfortunately, the gains are not additive.
w/o noise with noise
20hrs + mfcc + subword 7.5 10.8
20hrs + mfcc + subword + curriculum 9.2 9.9
20hrs + mfcc + subword + LM-emb 8.0 10.2
Table 4.5: Fisher dev set BLEU for Spanish-English ST.
5Ramachandran et al. (2017) suggest transferring the LSTM and softmax layers as well. Due to
differences in model architecture, we only tried transferring decoder embeddings.
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4.4 Review and next steps
In this chapter we used a neural model to train ST systems in low-resource data settings.
Our goal was to develop a system that’s feasible in academic settings and to explore
performance with less training data. Important factors in achieving this were the use of
subword modeling at the decoder and regularization methods such as adding noise at
the encoder and decoder layers. Our 20 hour results are promising and outperform most-
frequent-word baselines, but are still very low. In the next chapter, we work towards
improving the performance of our ST models by leveraging data from high-resource
languages.
Chapter 5
Transfer learning for Speech-to-Text
Translation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we use external training data from a high-resource language to improve
translation quality in low-resource ST settings. Neural models allow us to conveniently
leverage such data by using transfer learning (Thrun, 1995): training a model on a
preliminary task, and then transferring parameters (complete model transfer or selected
layers) and continuing training on the primary task. Our earlier attempts at transfer
learning were limited to using only English text data, and were not successful (Sec-
tion 4.5). Here, we expand this to include audio paired with text transcriptions (ASR
data). ASR data for high-resource languages is widely available and relatively easier to
obtain, compared to labeling additional speech data in a low-resource language.
There is a rich history of work which has used transfer-learning to bootstrap ASR for
a new target language with limited amounts of training data, using speech data from
other languages. Schultz and Waibel (2001) trained an acoustic model, based on a
conventional HMM-GMM architecture, by using transcribed speech data from multiple
languages simultaneously. They fine-tuned this language independent model to build
ASR for a new target language and showed improvements during evaluation. A similar
approach was used by Niesler (2007). Where Schultz and Waibel used transcribed
speech data for pre-training, Swietojanski et al. (2012) describe an unsupervised ap-
proach which uses untranscribed speech data from different languages to pre-train a
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neural acoustic model for the low-resource target language. Both Schultz and Waibel
(2001) and Swietojanski et al. (2012) show that data from different languages can
help improve ASR performance. Closer to our work in this chapter, Ghoshal et al.
(2013); Huang et al. (2013); Heigold et al. (2013) pre-train neural acoustic models
using transcribed speech. They show that sharing hidden layers and training on multiple
languages helps ASR performance for a new language.
5.2 Paper: Pre-training on High-Resource Speech Recog-
nition Improves Low-Resource Speech-to-Text Trans-
lation
Publication status. This work was published in NAACL 2018.
Contributions. The ideas presented in this paper were developed jointly involving all
the co-authors. They also provided regular feedback on all results and helped identify
areas for improvement. Each co-author also played a key role in the publication writing
process.
My individual contributions in this work were extending our neural model code base
(discussed in Chapter 4) for transfer-learning; pre-training all the ASR models; experi-
mental setup for transfer-learning between ASR and ST; managing the execution of all
experiments on the GPUs; generating evaluation metrics and visualizations.
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We present a simple approach to improve di-
rect speech-to-text translation (ST) when the
source language is low-resource: we pre-train
the model on a high-resource automatic speech
recognition (ASR) task, and then fine-tune its
parameters for ST. We demonstrate that our
approach is effective by pre-training on 300
hours of English ASR data to improve Spanish-
English ST from 10.8 to 20.2 BLEU when
only 20 hours of Spanish-English ST train-
ing data are available. Through an ablation
study, we find that the pre-trained encoder
(acoustic model) accounts for most of the im-
provement, despite the fact that the shared lan-
guage in these tasks is the target language
text, not the source language audio. Apply-
ing this insight, we show that pre-training on
ASR helps ST even when the ASR language
differs from both source and target ST lan-
guages: pre-training on French ASR also im-
proves Spanish-English ST. Finally, we show
that the approach improves performance on a
true low-resource task: pre-training on a com-
bination of English ASR and French ASR im-
proves Mboshi-French ST, where only 4 hours
of data are available, from 3.5 to 7.1 BLEU.
1 Introduction
Speech-to-text Translation (ST) has many potential
applications for low-resource languages: for exam-
ple in language documentation, where the source
language is often unwritten or endangered (Be-
sacier et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2015; Adams et al.,
2016a,b; Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2017); or
in crisis relief, where emergency workers might
need to respond to calls or requests in a foreign lan-
guage (Munro, 2010). Traditional ST is a pipeline
of automatic speech recognition (ASR) and ma-
chine translation (MT), and thus requires tran-
scribed source audio to train ASR and parallel text
to train MT. These resources are often unavailable
for low-resource languages, but for our potential
applications, there may be some source language
audio paired with target language text translations.
In these scenarios, end-to-end ST is appealing.
Recently, Weiss et al. (2017) showed that end-
to-end ST can be very effective, achieving an im-
pressive BLEU score of 47.3 on Spanish-English
ST. But this result required over 150 hours of trans-
lated audio for training, still a substantial resource
requirement. By comparison, a similar system
trained on only 20 hours of data for the same
task achieved a BLEU score of 5.3 (Bansal et al.,
2018). Other low-resource systems have similarly
low accuracies (Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018;
Bérard et al., 2018).
To improve end-to-end ST in low-resource set-
tings, we can try to leverage other data resources.
For example, if we have transcribed audio in the
source language, we can use multi-task learning
to improve ST (Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018;
Weiss et al., 2017; Bérard et al., 2018). But source
language transcriptions are unlikely to be available
in our scenarios of interest.
Could we improve low-resource ST by lever-
aging data from a high-resource language? For
ASR, training a single model on multiple languages
can be effective for all of them (Toshniwal et al.,
2018b; Deng et al., 2013). For MT, transfer learn-
ing (Thrun, 1995) has been very effective: pre-
training a model for a high-resource language pair
and transferring its parameters to a low-resource
language pair when the target language is shared
(Zoph et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017). Inspired
by these successes, we show that low-resource ST
can leverage transcribed audio in a high-resource
target language, or even a different language al-
together, simply by pre-training a model for the
high-resource ASR task, and then transferring and
fine-tuning some or all of the model’s parameters
for low-resource ST.
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We first test our approach using Spanish as the
source language and English as the target. After
training an ASR system on 300 hours of English,
fine-tuning on 20 hours of Spanish-English yields
a BLEU score of 20.2, compared to only 10.8 for
an ST model without ASR pre-training. Analyz-
ing this result, we discover that the main benefit
of pre-training arises from the transfer of the en-
coder parameters, which model the input acoustic
signal. In fact, this effect is so strong that we also
obtain improvements by pre-training on a language
that differs from both the source and the target:
pre-training on French and fine-tuning on Spanish-
English. We hypothesize that pre-training the en-
coder parameters, even on a different language,
allows the model to better learn about linguisti-
cally meaningful phonetic variation while normal-
izing over acoustic variability such as speaker and
channel differences. We conclude that the acoustic-
phonetic learning problem, rather than translation
itself, is one of the main difficulties in low-resource
ST. A final set of experiments confirm that ASR pre-
training also helps on another language pair where
the input is truly low-resource: Mboshi-French.
2 Method
For both ASR and ST, we use an encoder-decoder
model with attention adapted from Weiss et al.
(2017), Bérard et al. (2018) and Bansal et al. (2018),
as shown in Figure 1. We use the same model ar-
chitecture for all our models, allowing us to con-
veniently transfer parameters between them. We
also constrain the hyper-parameter search to fit a
model into a single Titan X GPU, allowing us to
maximize available compute resources.
We use a pre-trained English ASR model to ini-
tialize training of Spanish-English ST models, and
a pre-trained French ASR model to initialize train-
ing of Mboshi-French ST models. During ST train-
ing, all model parameters are updated. In these
configurations, the decoder shares the same vocab-
ulary across the ASR and ST tasks. This is practical
for settings where the target text language is high-
resource with ASR data available.
In settings where both ST languages are low-
resource, ASR data may only be available in a third
language. To test whether transfer learning will
help in this setting, we use a pre-trained French
ASR model to train Spanish-English ST models;
and English ASR for Mboshi-French models. In












English reference text or prediction from 
previous timestep using BPE subword units
Decoder
Encoder <e>c lylear
output: English text prediction
Figure 1: Encoder-decoder with attention model archi-
tecture for both ASR and ST. The encoder input is the
Spanish speech utterance claro, translated as clearly,
represented as BPE (subword) units.
ASR language, so we can only transfer the encoder
parameters of the ASR model, since the dimensions
of the decoder’s output softmax layer are indexed
by the vocabulary, which is not shared.1 Sharing
only the speech encoder parameters is much eas-
ier, since the speech input can be preprocessed in
the same manner for all languages. This form of
transfer learning is more flexible, as there are no
constraints on the ASR language used.
3 Experimental Setup
3.1 Data sets
English ASR. We use the Switchboard Telephone
speech corpus (Godfrey and Holliman, 1993),
which consists of around 300 hours of English
speech and transcripts, split into 260k utterances.
The development set consists of 5 hours that we
removed from the training set, split into 4k utter-
ances.
French ASR. We use the French speech corpus
from the GlobalPhone collection (Schultz, 2002),
which consists of around 20 hours of high quality
read speech and transcripts, split into 9k utterances.
The development set consists of 2 hours, split into
800 utterances.
Spanish-English ST. We use the Fisher Spanish
speech corpus (Graff et al., 2010), which consists of
160 hours of telephone speech in a variety of Span-
ish dialects, split into 140K utterances. To simulate
low-resource conditions, we construct smaller train-
1Using a shared vocabulary of characters or subwords is
an interesting direction for future work, but not explored here.
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ing corpora consisting of 50, 20, 10, 5, or 2.5 hours
of data, selected at random from the full training
data. The development and test sets each consist
of around 4.5 hours of speech, split into 4K utter-
ances. We do not use the corresponding Spanish
transcripts; our target text consists of English trans-
lations that were collected through crowdsourcing
(Post et al., 2013, 2014).
Mboshi-French ST. Mboshi is a Bantu language
spoken in the Republic of Congo, with around
160,000 speakers.2 We use the Mboshi-French par-
allel corpus (Godard et al., 2018), which consists
of around 4 hours of Mboshi speech, split into a
training set of 5K utterances and a development
set of 500 utterances. Since this corpus does not
include a designated test set, we randomly sam-
pled and removed 200 utterances from training to
use as a development set, and use the designated
development data as a test set.
3.2 Preprocessing
Speech. We convert raw speech input to 13-
dimensional MFCCs using Kaldi (Povey et al.,
2011).3 We also perform speaker-level mean and
variance normalization.
Text. The target text of the Spanish-English data
set contains 1.5M word tokens and 17K word types.
If we model text as sequences of words, our model
cannot produce any of the unseen word types in
the test data and is penalized for this, but it can be
trained very quickly (Bansal et al., 2018). If we
instead model text as sequences of characters as
done by Weiss et al. (2017), we would have 7M
tokens and 100 types, resulting in a model that is
open-vocabulary, but very slow to train (Bansal
et al., 2018). As an effective middle ground, we
use byte pair encoding (BPE; Sennrich et al., 2016)
to segment each word into subwords, each of which
is a character or a high-frequency sequence of
characters—we use 1000 of these high-frequency
sequences. Since the set of subwords includes the
full set of characters, the model is still open vocab-
ulary; but it results in a text with only 1.9M tokens
and just over 1K types, which can be trained almost
as fast as the word-level model.
The vocabulary for BPE depends on the fre-
2ethnologue.com/language/mdw
3In preliminary experiments, we did not find much differ-
ence between between MFCCs and more raw spectral repre-
sentations like Mel filterbank features.
quency of character sequences, so it must be com-
puted with respect to a specific corpus. For En-
glish, we use the full 160-hour Spanish-English
ST target training text. For French, we use the
Mboshi-French ST target training text.
3.3 Model architecture for ASR and ST
Speech encoder. As shown schematically in Fig-
ure 1, MFCC feature vectors, extracted using a
window size of 25 ms and a step size of 10ms, are
fed into a stack of two CNN layers, with 128 and
512 filters with a filter width of 9 frames each. In
each CNN layer we stride with a factor of 2 along
time, apply a ReLU activation (Nair and Hinton,
2010), and apply batch normalization (Ioffe and
Szegedy, 2015). The output of the CNN layers
is fed into a three-layer bi-directional long short
term memory network (LSTM; Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997); each hidden layer has 512
dimensions.
Text decoder. At each time step, the decoder
chooses the most probable token from the output
of a softmax layer produced by a fully-connected
layer, which in turn receives the current state of
a recurrent layer computed from previous time
steps and an attention vector computed over the
input. Attention is computed using the global atten-
tional model with general score function and input-
feeding, as described in Luong et al. (2015). The
predicted token is then fed into a 128-dimensional
embedding layer followed by a three-layer LSTM
to update the recurrent state; each hidden state has
256 dimensions. While training, we use the pre-
dicted token 20% of the time as input to the next
decoder step and the training token for the remain-
ing 80% of the time (Williams and Zipser, 1989).
At test time we use beam decoding with a beam
size of 5 and length normalization (Wu et al., 2016)
with a weight of 0.6.
Training and implementation. Parameters for
the CNN and RNN layers are initialized using
the scheme from (He et al., 2015). For the
embedding and fully-connected layers, we use
Chainer’s (Tokui et al., 2015) default initialition.
We regularize using dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014), with a ratio of 0.3 over the embedding and
LSTM layers (Gal, 2016), and a weight decay rate
of 0.0001. The parameters are optimized using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with a starting alpha
of 0.001.
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Following some preliminary experimentation on
our development set, we add Gaussian noise with
standard deviation of 0.25 to the MFCC features
during training, and drop frames with a probabil-
ity of 0.10. After 20 epochs, we corrupt the true
decoder labels by sampling a random output label
with a probability of 0.3.
Our code is implemented in Chainer (Tokui et al.,
2015) and is freely available.4
3.4 Evaluation
Metrics. We report BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
for all our models.5 In low-resource settings,
BLEU scores tend to be low, difficult to interpret,
and poorly correlated with model performance.
This is because BLEU requires exact four-gram
matches only, but low four-gram accuracy may ob-
scure a high unigram accuracy and inexact transla-
tions that partially capture the semantics of an utter-
ance, and these can still be very useful in situations
like language documentation and crisis response.
Therefore, we also report word-level unigram preci-
sion and recall, taking into account stem, synonym,
and paraphrase matches. To compute these scores,
we use METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) with
default settings for English and French.6 For exam-
ple, METEOR assigns “eat” a recall of 1 against
reference “eat” and a recall of 0.8 against reference
“feed”, which it considers a synonym match.
Naive baselines. We also include evaluation scores
for a naive baseline model that predicts the K most
frequent words of the training set as a bag of words
for each test utterance. We set K to be the value
at which precision/recall are most similar, which
is always between 5 and 20 words. This provides
an empirical lower bound on precision and recall,
since we would expect any usable model to out-
perform a system that does not even depend on
the input utterance. We do not compute BLEU for
these baselines, since they do not predict sequences,
only bags of words.
4 ASR results
Using the experimental setup of Section 3, we pre-
trained ASR models in English and French, and
report their word error rates (WER) on develop-
4github.com/0xSameer/ast
5We compute BLEU with multi-bleu.pl from the
Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007).
6cs.cmu.edu/˜alavie/METEOR
en-100h en-300h fr-20h
WER 35.4 27.3 29.6
Table 1: Word Error Rate (WER, in %) for the ASR
models used as pretraining, computed on Switchboard
train-dev for English and Globalphone dev for French.
ment data in Table 1.7 We denote each ASR model
by L-Nh, where L is a language code and N is the
size of the training set in hours. For example, en-
300h denotes an English ASR model trained on
300 hours of data.
Training ASR models for state-of-the-art perfor-
mance requires substantial hyper-parameter tuning
and long training times. Since our goal is simply to
see whether pre-training is useful, we stopped pre-
training our models after around 30 epochs (3 days)
to focus on transfer experiments. As a consequence,
our ASR results are far from state-of-the-art: cur-
rent end-to-end Kaldi systems obtain 16% WER
on Switchboard train-dev, and 22.7% WER on the
French Globalphone dev set.8 We believe that bet-
ter ASR pre-training may produce better ST results,
but we leave this for future work.
5 Spanish-English ST
In the following, we denote an ST model by S-T-
Nh, where S and T are source and target language
codes, and N is the size of the training set in hours.
For example, sp-en-20h denotes a Spanish-English
ST model trained using 20 hours of data. We use
the code mb for Mboshi and fr for French.
5.1 Using English ASR to improve ST
Figure 2 shows the BLEU and unigram preci-
sion/recall scores on the development set for base-
line Spanish-English ST models and those trained
after initializing with the en-300h model. Corre-
sponding results on the test set (Table 2) reveal very
similar patterns. The remainder of our analysis is
confined to the development set. The naive base-
line, which predicts the 15 most frequent English
words in the training set, achieves a precision/recall
of around 20%, setting a performance lower bound.
Low-resource: 20-50 hours of ST training data.
Our baseline ST models substantially improve over
7We computed WER with the NIST sclite script.
8These WER results taken from respective Kaldi recipes
on GitHub, and may not represent the very best results on
these data sets.
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Figure 2: (top) BLEU and (bottom) Unigram preci-
sion/recall for Spanish-English ST models computed
on Fisher dev set. base indicates no transfer learning;
+asr are models trained by fine-tuning en-300h model
parameters. naive baseline indicates the score when we
predict the 15 most frequent English words in the train-
ing set.
previous results (Bansal et al., 2018) using the same
train/test splits, primarily due to better regulariza-
tion and modeling of subwords rather than words.
Yet transfer learning still substantially improves
over these strong baselines. For sp-en-20h, transfer
learning improves dev set BLEU from 10.8 to 19.9,
precision from 41% to 51%, and recall from 38%
to 49%. For sp-en-50h, transfer learning improves
BLEU from 23.3 to 27.8, precision from 54% to
58%, and recall from 51% to 56%.
Very low-resource: 10 hours or less of ST train-
ing data. Figure 2 shows that without transfer
learning, ST models trained on less than 10 hours of
data struggle to learn, with precision/recall scores
close to or below that of the naive baseline. But
with transfer learning, we see gains in precision
and recall of between 10 and 20 points.
We also see that with transfer learning, a model
trained on only 5 hours of ST data achieves a BLEU
of 9.1, nearly as good as the 10.8 of a model trained
on 20 hours of ST data without transfer learning. In
other words, fine-tuning an English ASR model—
which is relatively easy to obtain—produces similar
results to training an ST model on four times as
N = 0 2.5 5 10 20 50
base 0 2.1 1.8 2.1 10.8 22.7
+asr 0.5 5.7 9.1 14.5 20.2 28.2
Table 2: BLEU scores for Spanish-English ST on the
Fisher test set, using N hours of training data. base: no
transfer learning. +asr: using model parameters from
English ASR (en-300h).
Spanish super caliente pero muy bonito
English super hot but very nice
20h you support it but it was very nice
20h+asr you can get alright but it’s very nice
50h super expensive but very nice
50h+asr super hot but it’s very nice
Spanish sı́ y usted hace mucho tiempo que que vive aquı́
English yes and have you been living here a long time
20h yes i’ve been a long time what did you come here
20h+asr yes and you have a long time that you live here
50h yes you are a long time that you live here
50h+asr yes and have you been here long
Table 3: Example translations on selected sentences
from the Fisher development set, with stem-level n-
gram matches to the reference sentence underlined.
20h and 50h are Spanish-English models without pre-
training; 20h+asr and 50h+asr are pre-trained on 300
hours of English ASR.
much data, which may be difficult to obtain.
We even find that in the very low-resource setting
of just 2.5 hours of ST data, with transfer learning
the model achieves a precision/recall of around
30% and improves by more than 10 points over the
naive baseline. In very low-resource scenarios with
time constraints—such as in disaster relief—it is
possible that even this level of performance may
be useful, since it can be used to spot keywords in
speech and can be trained in just three hours.
Sample translations. Table 3 shows example
translations for models sp-en-20h and sp-en-50h
with and without transfer learning using en-300h.
Figure 3 shows the attention weights for the
last sample utterance in Table 3. For this utter-
ance, the Spanish and English text have a different
word order: mucho tiempo occurs in the middle of
the speech utterance, and its translation, long time,
is at the end of the English reference. Similarly,
vive aquı́ occurs at the end of the speech utterance,
while the translation, living here, is in the middle
of the English reference. The baseline sp-en-50h




Figure 3: Attention plots for the final example in Ta-
ble 3, using 50h models with and without pre-training.
The x-axis shows the reference Spanish word positions
in the input; the y-axis shows the predicted English sub-
words. In the reference, mucho tiempo is translated to
long time, and vive aquı́ to living here, but their order
is reversed, and this is reflected in (b).
the English word order right. With transfer learn-
ing, the model produces a shorter but still accurate
translation in the correct word order.
5.2 Analysis
To understand the source of these improvements,
we carried out a set of ablation experiments. For
most of these experiments, we focus on Spanish-
English ST with 20 hours of training data, with and
without transfer learning.
Transfer learning with selected parameters. In
our first set of experiments, we transferred all
parameters of the en-300h model, including the
speech encoder CNN and LSTM; the text decoder
embedding, LSTM and output layer parameters;
and attention parameters. To see which set of pa-
rameters has the most impact, we train the sp-en-
20h model by transferring only selected parameters
from en-300h, and randomly initializing the rest.
The results (Figure 4) show that transferring all




















Figure 4: Fisher development set training curves
(reported using BLEU) for sp-en-20h using selected
parameters from en-300h: none (base); encoder
CNN only (+asr:cnn); encoder CNN and LSTM only
(+asr:enc); decoder only (+asr:dec); and all: encoder,
attention, and decoder (+asr:all). These scores do not
use beam search and are therefore lower than the best
scores reported in Figure 2.
parameters is most effective, and that the speech
encoder parameters account for most of the gains.
We hypothesize that the encoder learns transferable
low-level acoustic features that normalize across
variability like speaker and channel differences to
better capture meaningful phonetic differences, and
that much of this learning is language-independent.
This hypothesis is supported by other work show-
ing the benefits of cross-lingual and multilingual
training for speech technology in low-resource tar-
get languages (Carlin et al., 2011; Jansen et al.,
2010; Deng et al., 2013; Vu et al., 2012; Thomas
et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2015; Alumäe et al., 2016;
Yuan et al., 2016; Renshaw et al., 2015; Hermann
and Goldwater, 2018).
By contrast, transferring only decoder param-
eters does not improve accuracy. Since decoder
parameters help when used in tandem with encoder
parameters, we suspect that the dependency in pa-
rameter training order might explain this: the trans-
ferred decoder parameters have been trained to ex-
pect particular input representations from the en-
coder, so transferring only the decoder parameters
without the encoder might not be useful.
Figure 4 also suggests that models make strong
gains early on in the training when using transfer
learning. The sp-en-20h model initialized with all
model parameters (+asr:all) from en-300h reaches
a higher BLEU score after just 5 epochs (2 hours)
of training than the model without transfer learn-
ing trained for 60 epochs/20 hours. This again can
be useful in disaster-recovery scenarios, where the
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Figure 5: Spanish-to-English BLEU scores on Fisher
dev set, with 0h (no transfer learning), 100h and 300h
of English ASR data used.
time to deploy a working system must be mini-
mized.
Amount of ASR data required. Figure 5 shows
the impact of increasing the amount of English
ASR data used on Spanish-English ST performance
for two models: sp-en-20h and sp-en-50h.
For sp-en-20h, we see that using en-100h im-
proves performance by almost 6 BLEU points. By
using more English ASR training data (en-300h)
model, the BLEU score increases by almost 9
points. However, for sp-en-50h, we only see im-
provements when using en-300h. This implies that
transfer learning is most useful when only a few
tens of hours of training data are available for ST.
As the amount of ST training data increases, the
benefits of transfer learning tail off, although it’s
possible that using even more monolingual data,
or improving the training at the ASR step, could
extend the benefits to larger ST data sets.
Impact of code-switching. We also tried using
the en-300h ASR model without any fine-tuning
to translate Spanish audio to English text. This
model achieved a BLEU score of 1.1, with a pre-
cision of 15 and recall of 21. The non-zero BLEU
score indicates that the model is matching some
4-grams in the reference. This seems to be due to
code-switching in the Fisher-Spanish speech data
set. Looking at the dev set utterances, we find
several examples where the Spanish transcriptions
match the English translations, indicating that the
speaker switched into English. For example, there
is an utterance whose Spanish transcription and
English translation are both “right yeah”, and this
English expression is indeed present in the source
audio. The English ASR model correctly trans-
lates this utterance, which is unsurprising since
the phrase “right yeah” occurs nearly 500 times in
Switchboard.
Overall, we find that in nearly 500 of the 4,000
development set utterances (14%), the Spanish
transcription and English translations share more
than half of their tokens, indicating likely code-
switching. This suggests that transfer learning from
English ASR models might help more than from
other languages. To isolate this effect from transfer
learning of language-independent speech features,
we carried out a further experiment.
5.3 Using French ASR to improve
Spanish-English ST
In this experiment, we pre-train using French ASR
data for a Spanish-English translation task. Here,
we can only transfer the speech encoder parameters,
and there should be little if any benefit due to code-
switching.
Because our French data set (20 hours) is much
smaller than our English one (300 hours), for a fair
comparison we used a 20 hour subset of the English
data for pre-training in this experiment. For both
the English and French models, we transferred only
the encoder parameters.
Table 4 shows that both the English and French
20-hour pre-trained models improve performance
on Spanish-English ST. The English model works
slightly better, as would be predicted given our dis-
cussion of code-switching, but the French model
is also useful, improving BLEU from 10.8 to 12.5.
This result strengthens the claim that ASR pre-
training on a completely distinct third language can
help low-resource ST. Presumably benefits would
be much greater if we used a larger ASR data set,
as we did with English above.
In this experiment, the French pre-trained model
used a French BPE output vocabulary, distinct from
the English BPE vocabulary used in the ST sys-
tem. In the future it would be interesting to try
combining the French and English text to create a
combined output vocabulary, which would allow
transferring both the encoder and decoder param-
eters, and may be useful for translating names or
cognates. More generally, it would also be pos-
sible to pre-train on multiple languages simulta-
neously using a shared BPE vocabulary. There is
evidence that speech features trained on multiple
languages transfer better than those trained on the
same amount of data from a single language (Her-
mann and Goldwater, 2018), so multilingual pre-
training for ST could improve results.
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baseline +fr-20h +en-20h
sp-en-20h 10.8 12.5 13.2
Table 4: Fisher dev set BLEU scores for sp-en-20h.
baseline: model without transfer learning. Last two
columns: Using encoder parameters from French ASR
(+fr-20h), and English ASR (+en-20h).
model pretrain BLEU Pr. Rec.
fr-top-8w – 0 23.5 22.2
fr-top-10w – 0 20.6 24.5
en-300h – 0 0.2 5.7
fr-20h – 0 4.1 3.2
mb-fr-4h
– 3.5 18.6 19.4
fr-20h 5.9 23.6 20.9
en-300h 5.3 23.5 22.6
en + fr 7.1 26.7 23.1
Table 5: Mboshi-to-French translation scores, with and
without ASR pre-training. Pr. is the precision, and
Rec. the recall score. fr-top-8w and fr-top-10w are
naive baselines that, respectively, predict the 8 or 10
most frequent training words. For en + fr, we use en-
coder parameters from en-300h and attention+decoder
parameters from fr-20h
6 Mboshi-French ST
Our final set of experiments test our transfer
method on ST for the low-resource language
Mboshi, where we have only 4 hours of ST training
data: Mboshi speech input paired with French text
output.
Table 5 shows the ST model scores for Mboshi-
French with and without using transfer learning.
The first two rows fr-top-8w, fr-top-10w, show pre-
cision and recall scores for the naive baselines
where we predict the top 8 or 10 most frequent
French words in the Mboshi-French training set.
These show that a precision/recall in the low 20s is
easy to achieve, although with no n-gram matches
(0 BLEU). The pre-trained ASR models by them-
selves (next two lines) are much worse.
The baseline model trained only on ST data actu-
ally has lower precision/recall than the naive base-
line, although its non-zero BLEU score indicates
that it is able to correctly predict some n-grams.
We see comparable precision/recall to the naive
baseline with improvements in BLEU by transfer-
ring either French ASR parameters (both encoder
and decoder, fr-20h) or English ASR parameters
(encoder only, en-300h).
Finally, to achieve the benefits of both the larger
training set size for the encoder and the matching
language of the decoder, we tried transferring the
encoding parameters from the en-300h model and
the decoding parameters from the fr-20h model.
This configuration (en+fr) gives us the best evalua-
tion scores on all metrics, and highlights the flexi-
bility of our framework. Nevertheless, the 4-hour
scenario is clearly a very challenging one.
7 Conclusion
This paper introduced the idea of pre-training an
end-to-end speech translation system involving a
low-resource language using ASR training data
from a higher-resource language. We showed that
large gains are possible: for example, we achieved
an improvement of 9 BLEU points for a Spanish-
English ST model with 20 hours of parallel data
and 300 hours of English ASR data. Moreover, the
pre-trained model trains faster than the baseline,
achieving higher BLEU in only a couple of hours,
while the baseline trains for more than a day.
We also showed that these methods can be
used effectively on a real low-resource language,
Mboshi, with only 4 hours of parallel data. The
very small size of the data set makes the task chal-
lenging, but by combining parameters from an
English encoder and French decoder, we outper-
formed baseline models to obtain a BLEU score of
7.1 and precision/recall of about 25%. We believe
ours is the first paper to report word-level BLEU
scores on this data set.
Our analysis indicates that, other things being
equal, transferring both encoder and decoder pa-
rameters works better than just transferring one or
the other. However, transferring the encoder pa-
rameters is where most of the benefit comes from.
Pre-training using a large ASR corpus from a mis-
matched language will therefore probably work bet-
ter than using a smaller ASR corpus that matches
the output language.
Our analysis suggests several avenues for further
exploration. On the speech side, it might be even
more effective to use multilingual training; or to
replace the MFCC input features with pre-trained
multilingual features, or features that are targeted to
low-resource multispeaker settings (Kamper et al.,
2015, 2017; Thomas et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2015;
Yuan et al., 2016; Renshaw et al., 2015). On
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the language modeling side, simply transferring
decoder parameters from an ASR model did not
work; it might work better to use pre-trained de-
coder parameters from a language model, as pro-
posed by Ramachandran et al. (2017), or shallow
fusion (Gülçehre et al., 2015; Toshniwal et al.,
2018a), which interpolates a pre-trained language
model during beam search. In these methods, the
decoder parameters are independent, and can there-
fore be used on their own. We plan to explore these
strategies in future work.
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5.3 Further analysis
In this section, we include further analysis and training procedure details for our pre-
training method.
5.3.1 Impact of the number of speakers in the training set
In our published paper, we hypothesized that training on large amounts of ASR data
may be helping the speech encoder generalize across speaker differences. There are
around 130 different speakers in the Spanish ST corpus; around 500 in English ASR; 3
in the Mboshi ST, and 100 in the French ASR. These numbers suggest that the ASR data
greatly increases the speaker variations which the speech encoder encounters during
training.
We test the impact that the number of speakers in the training data (#spkrs) has on the
translation performance. Our baseline model: sp-en-20h model achieved a BLEU score
of 10.8. We created the training data for this model by randomly sampling 20 hours
of speech from the entire 160 hours of the Fisher Spanish corpus, without controlling
for the number of speakers. As a result, it consists of utterances from 136 speakers, a
relatively large number. We now sample a different 20 hours of data where we limit
#spkrs to less than 50.
Table 5.1 shows that without pre-training, when we increase the #spkrs in the training
set from 50 to 136 (172% increase), the BLEU score improves from 7.2 to 10.8, a
difference of 3.6 BLEU points (50%). With pre-training on English ASR, we are
effectively increasing #spkrs from 550 to 636 (15% increase), and observe that the
BLEU score improves from from 17.5 to 19.9 (around 14%).1 This suggests that even
if we have fewer speakers in our ST language pair leading to lower BLEU scores, ASR
pre-training on a corpus with large number of speakers helps translation performance.
This insight is especially important for endangered languages where it can be difficult
to find more native speakers to translate speech data. Our results indicate that the
improvement in BLEU scores due to pre-training, 7.2 to 17.5 BLEU points, is far
greater than the improvement due to the addition of native speakers in the ST training
set, 7.2 to 10.8 BLEU points.
1Calculated by adding together the #spkrs in the ASR and the ST training sets: 500 ASR +50
ST =550, and 500 ASR +136 ST =636.
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BLEU
# speakers Baseline +English ASR (500 speakers)
50 speakers 7.2 17.5 (↑ 143%)
136 speakers 10.8 (↑ 50%) 19.9
Table 5.1: Fisher dev set BLEU for ST models trained on 20 hours of Spanish-English
ST with and without pre-training on English ASR. # speakers is the number of speakers
in the ST training data used. +English ASR includes English speech data from 500+
speakers.
5.3.2 What’s improving? A closer look at precision and recall
To measure translation performance we calculate BLEU and unigram precision/recall
scores, which are aggregated measures on an entire evaluation set. We have shown that
these scores go up after pre-training on ASR, compared to baseline models, but this
does not tell us much about what’s improving in the predicted translations themselves.
Here, we further analyze the translations produced by ST models to check if pre-training
helps improve the prediction for rarely (or less frequently) occurring content words in
the training set. This would be more advantageous than only observing improvements
for frequently occurring word types. We perform this analysis for ST models trained on
sp-en-20h.
There are a total of 7K/180K types/tokens in the sp-en-20h training subset. We only
consider content word types, which we define as words that are more than five characters
long and are not in the NLTK stopword lists. Table 5.2 shows the precision/recall scores
for words of different frequencies: frequent, medium, rare, and very rare. We observe
that the baseline model recall drops rapidly for medium frequency words, and for rare
word types it has less than 5% recall. With pre-training, both precision and recall scores
improve across the frequency categories. For medium frequency words, pre-training on
English ASR improves precision from 26.1% to 48.3% and recall from 20.3% to 43%,
around a 100% increase over the baseline for both these metrics. From this, we see that
an important benefit of pre-training is in handling of less frequently occurring words.
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Very Rare Rare Medium Frequent
training types 5K 1K 236 57
training tokens 12K 11K 11K 13K
Precision (%):
baseline 11.8 16.2 26.1 36.6
+English ASR (300h) 26.7 30.6 48.3 59.4
+French ASR (20h) 12.7 17.6 32.8 42.9
Recall (%):
baseline 0.4 4.8 20.3 41.4
+English ASR (300h) 6.3 20.5 43.0 57.4
+French ASR (20h) 1.5 8.4 26.4 45.9
Table 5.2: Content word frequency vs. dev precision/recall. Very rare words have ≤10
tokens per type in the training text; rare have 5–25 tokens; medium have 25–100 tokens;
frequent have ≥100 tokens.
5.3.3 When and what to fine-tune?
After pre-training a neural model with ASR data, we switch to ST and fine-tune all
the model parameters together (Erhan et al., 2010). These parameters include: CNN,
encoder-LSTM, attention, decoder-embedding, decoder-LSTM and output-softmax
layers, listed in order of first (closest to the input speech) to last (closest to the output).
Recent work on transfer-learning has shown that controlling the order in which layer
parameters are fine-tuned can improve performance. Felbo et al. (2017) propose a
method called chain-thaw, where only one layer is fine-tuned at a time, keeping all
others fixed. For our model architecture, this implies that we first fine-tune the CNN
layers, keeping all others fixed, and then move up the chain of layers — fine-tune
encoder LSTM next, and so on until finally fine-tuning the output-softmax layer. This
potentially increases training time as each fine-tuning step can take a few epochs.
Howard and Ruder (2018) propose an alternative method called gradual unfreezing,
where they freeze (no weight updates permitted) all layer parameters except the last one,
which is then fine-tuned for one epoch. In each successive epoch, an additional layer is
unfrozen, until finally all parameters are allowed to be updated until convergence. We
carry out experiments using the following fine-tuning schemes:
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Fine-tuning scheme
ST model full gradual freeze-cnn
es-en-2.5h 5.8 5.8 5.9
mb-fr-4h 7.1 5.7 7.7
Table 5.3: BLEU scores for ST models on the Fisher dev and Mboshi test sets. We fine-
tune speech encoder parameters pre-trained on: English ASR data for Spanish-English
ST; and French ASR for Mboshi-French ST. full implies that all model parameters are
fine-tuned together; gradual fine-tunes an additional layer every epoch (Howard and
Ruder, 2018); freeze-cnn fixes the CNN parameters for the first several epochs, and
then fine-tunes the full model.
1. gradual unfreezing (Howard and Ruder, 2018) over the speech encoder parameters.
We limit this experiment to the encoder as this is the more flexible pre-training
setting where the ASR language can be different from both ST languages. In
addition, we have observed that speech encoder parameters provide the largest
gains during transfer-learning.
2. hybrid approach (freeze-cnn) combining aspects of gradual unfreezing and chain-
thaw (Felbo et al., 2017), where we freeze the CNN layers for the first few epochs,
and then let the full model train. We do this with the assumption that CNN layers,
which take MFCC features as input, would have learned speech features after
ASR pre-training, and we let fine-tuning focus on the translation task initially.
Table 5.3 shows the BLEU scores for Spanish-English and Mboshi-French ST models
using these fine-tuning schemes. As the scores are quite similar, our takeaway is that
more sophisticated fine-tuning methods might help improve scores marginally in certain
cases, but overall the simple method of fine-tuning the entire model together works
quite well for our datasets and task.
5.4 Follow-up work
Pre-training on Chinese ASR for Spanish-English ST. One of the main findings in
our published paper was that ASR data from a language different than the ST language
pair still helps improve performance: for example, French ASR improved Spanish-
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baseline +fr-20h +en-20h +zh-150h +en-300h
sp-en-20h 10.8 12.5 13.2 13.9 16.6
Table 5.4: Fisher dev set BLEU scores for sp-en-20h. baseline: model without transfer
learning. Last four columns: Using encoder parameters from 20 hours of French ASR
(+fr-20h), 20 hours of English ASR (+en-20h), 150 hours of Chinese ASR (+zh-20h) and
300 hours of English ASR (+en-300h) respectively.
English ST. However, in our experiments we were constrained by the relatively small
size of the French ASR corpus (around 20 hours) and also, arguably, French is not
as distinct from Spanish or English, as say Chinese. Recently, Stoian et al. (2019)
carried out experiments to test whether Chinese ASR helps Spanish-English ST. They
pre-trained an ASR model on 150 hours of Chinese speech (Aishell corpus; Hui Bu,
2017). For a fair comparison with the results we have presented so far, we take their
pre-trained Chinese ASR model and fine-tune it on the same 20 hours of Spanish-
English ST data used for all our experiments in this work. Table 5.4 shows the BLEU
scores on the Fisher dev set. We see that fine-tuning the Chinese ASR model improves
Spanish-English ST performance by 3 BLEU points, from 10.8 to 13.9. These results
further strengthen our claim that using a larger corpus of ASR data from a third distinct
language can help low-resource ST.
Analysing the linguistic knowledge captured by the neural model. Tian (2019)
used ASR pre-training to improve translation for Swahili. They show that pre-training
on English ASR helps improve Swahili-English ST and used a read speech corpus in
their experiments.2 They investigate why ASR pre-training helps ST and show evidence
that the lower neural encoder layers capture phonology knowledge which is relatively
agnostic to the input speech language, tested by switching between English and Swahili
speech. Based on this analysis, they hypothesize that such knowledge, once acquired
by pre-training on a high-resource language, is more easily transferable and helps
low-resource ST.
2Swahili-English dataset available at https://www.figure-eight.com/dataset/
english-to-swahili-audio-recording-and-transcription
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Back-translation for ST. For text-to-text translation (MT), back-translation (Sennrich
et al., 2016a) is an effective method to improve translation performance in low-resource
scenarios by leveraging external monolingual data in the target text language. The
external target text data is fed through an MT system trained in the back (or reverse)
direction to generate additional synthetic training data. In the context of ST, back-
translation would constitute training a cross-lingual text-to-speech synthesis (TTS)
system. This is challenging as we expect a cross-lingual TTS system trained in low-
resource settings to produce poor quality synthetic data compared to a back-translation
system trained for MT. To the best of our knowledge, this hasn’t been tried for ST.
Jia et al. (2019) used a method inspired by back-translation for English-Spanish ST. To
train their system, they used a corpus of parallel English speech and Spanish text to
build an ST baseline. They then used an additional corpus of parallel English-Spanish
text to augment the ST training data, by using an English TTS system to synthesize
the English speech from the Englisth text. This training set, composed of real and
augmented ST data, improved the translation performance over the baseline by several
BLEU points.
Though promising, the Jia et al. method relies on the availability of source language
text, which is unavailable in low-resource settings of our interest. Here, as a simpler
starting point than back-translation, we propose adapting the method of Currey et al.
(2017) to leverage monolingual target text data. On an MT task, Currey et al. created
additional “parallel” training data by copying target text as the source text. To apply
this method for ST, where the encoder accepts speech input in place of text, we can use
a TTS system to convert target language (high-resource) text into speech and use it for
pre-training. In our Spanish-English ST scenario, this would mean using augmented
English ASR data synthesized from English text for pre-training. Although English
ASR (real speech) data is widely available, synthesizing English ASR data can help
when English text from the same domain is available.
5.5 Review and next steps
Using our pre-training method, we were able to close the gap in translation performance
between our ST model trained on 20 hours of Spanish-English data and the state-of-
the-art Weiss et al. (2017) model trained on 160 hours. The gains observed were quite
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encouraging and motivated us to explore even more challenging ST data scenarios
than the lowest setting of 20 hours which we had tried before in Bansal et al. (2018)
(Chapter 4). We showed that a pre-trained English ASR model fine-tuned on 2.5
hours of Spanish-English ST data was still able to outperform the naive baselines.
Importantly, we found that transferring the encoder parameters is where most of the
benefit comes from. Therefore, in scenarios where both languages in an ST pair are
low-resource, a completely distinct third language (high-resource) can be used for
pre-training the encoder parameters. We also observed faster ST training times for our
models pre-trained on ASR, which can be especially useful in time-critical scenarios.
Although the BLEU scores have improved for our low-resource ST models, a manual
review reveals that the translations produced are still of mediocre quality (Bansal
et al., 2019, Table 3), so may not be suitable as complete and accurate sentence-level
translations. In the next chapter, we show that there are useful real-world applications
which can be built using ST systems, even if they produce poor translations (Kay,
1997; Church and Hovy, 1993). We are encouraged by the observation that although
BLEU score of our 20 hour ST model remains low, the unigram word precision/recall
scores are around 50%, compared to 70% for the state-of-the-art. This implies that the
predicted text contains 50% of the tokens in the reference human text, many of which
we expect to carry meaning and are not just stopwords.
Chapter 6
Applications for low-resource speech
translation
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 4 and 5, we showed that neural models produce only partially accurate
translations when trained under simulated low-resource settings. This can be problem-
atic in scenarios where automated translations are expected to be directly read and acted
upon by humans. The performance requirements for such a system should be high, as a
poor translation can potentially increase the workload of a user instead of aiding them.
However, providing Fully Automatic High Quality Translation (FAHQT) (Bar-Hillel,
1960) is not the only purpose of building ST systems. There are useful real-world
applications where ST systems complement, not replace, human translators (Kay, 1997;
Church and Hovy, 1993). For example, during disaster-recovery scenarios, even a poor
ST system can potentially help human operators perform a quick first-pass analysis
of large volumes of audio by translating it into text. Neural models are faster than
real-time at making text predictions for audio (Chapter 4); for example, they can predict
the English text for a 10 seconds Spanish speech utterance in around a second.1 The
English text can then be automatically scanned for detecting important keywords or
predicting topics. While not 100% accurate, this entire process will be much faster than
the current alternative where a human operator has to manually listen and process audio.
1There is further room for improvement as our implementation has not been optimized for speed.
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Developing useful applications for low-resource languages, where accurate translation
or speech recognition systems are not available, has been the focus of programs such as
Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents (LORELEI), set up by DARPA, and
more recently, the Open Cross Language Information Retrieval (OpenCLIR) task, set up
by IARPA. These programs encourage building applications such as topic classification
and keyword detection for speech or text in a low-resource language, using English
topic names and queries respectively. We refer the reader to these program websites for
more details.2
In this chapter, we explore two possible applications for low-resource ST:
1. Classifying speech utterances by topic. For a given speech utterance (around
1-minute duration), here our goal is to predict the topic of discussion. Such an
application can be used to automatically cluster vast amounts of speech data into
broad categories, potentially reducing the burden of having to manually listen
and sort each audio file individually. We describe this experiment in Section 6.2
(included as an in-work publication), with additional analysis in Section 6.2.1.
2. Keyword spotting. Given a curated list of keywords in English, the goal here is
to predict whether a speech utterance contains any of these keywords. This can be
used to search for specific terms of interest in speech data. For example, a human
operator can search for all telephone calls which mention keywords medical or
police, in order to prioritize response. We describe this work in Section 6.3.
For consistency, we use the same experimental setup — ST models, training and
evaluation splits — and notation for both sets of experiments.
In our work, we use a pipelined approach to build a topic classifier and keyword
detection system that works on the output of the ST system. An alternative method
would be to classify topics on speech data without using translations, as previously
explored by Dredze et al. (2010) and Siu et al. (2014). They use unsupervised methods
to convert speech data into a symbolic form, which is then used for topic classification
and keyword discovery. These methods require speech to be directly annotated with
topic labels or keywords. Therefore, if new topic labels or keywords emerge, the
classification system will have to be re-trained. We do not explore these methods in
2LORELEI program details are available at: https://www.darpa.mil/program/
low-resource-languages-for-emergent-incidents
OpenCLIR details available here: https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/openclir-evaluation
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our work. In our case, by decoupling the speech-to-text component from downstream
tasks, we make as few possible assumptions about the specifics of these tasks. Using
our approach, if a user wants to expand the set of English keyword queries, they can
simply search for them in the output of the ST system. This approach has also been
taken by Sheridan et al. (1997) and Quinn and Hidalgo-Sanchis (2017).
To the best of our knowledge, there are few published examples of real-world applica-
tions built using low-resource ST systems, and therefore, it is challenging to forecast
what level of performance we can expect out of them. One of the few examples, al-
though in a monolingual setting, is the work by Quinn and Hidalgo-Sanchis (2017) who
use an ASR system to quickly analyze radio content in Uganda. The work, conducted
as part of a UN study, involved recording broadcast radio data and converting it to text
using ASR. The text data was then processed further to spot keywords and detect topics
of interest. The ASR systems used in this study were trained in very low-resource
settings (Saeb et al., 2017), with less than 10 hours of transcribed speech data, and
reported WER scores around 50%, indicating that the ASR output was noisy.
6.2 Paper: Cross-lingual topic prediction for speech us-
ing translations
Publication status. This work was originally formatted for submission to ACL 2019
where it was rejected. We are now in the process of re-submitting it to a different
conference.
Contributions. The ideas presented in this paper were developed jointly involving all
the co-authors. They also provided regular feedback on all results and helped identify
areas for improvement. Each co-author also played a key role in the publication writing
process.
My individual contributions in this work were developing the code base to train topic
models on the text data; experimental setup; generating evaluation metrics and visual-
izations.
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Given a large amount of unannotated speech in a low-resource
language, can we classify the speech utterances by topic? We
consider this question in the setting where a small amount of
speech in the low-resource language is paired with text trans-
lations in a high-resource language. We develop an effective
cross-lingual topic classifier by training on just 20 hours of
translated speech, using a recent model for direct speech-to-
text translation. While the translations are poor, they are still
good enough to correctly classify the topic of 1-minute speech
segments over 70% of the time—a 20% improvement over
a majority-class baseline. Such a system could be useful for
humanitarian applications like crisis response, where incoming
speech in a foreign low-resource language must be quickly
assessed for further action.
Index Terms— speech translation, low-resource speech
processing, speech classification, unwritten languages
1. INTRODUCTION
Quickly making sense of large amounts of linguistic data is an
important application of language technology. For example,
after the 2011 Japanese tsunami, natural language processing
was used to quickly filter social media streams for messages
about the safety of individuals, and to populate a person finder
database [1]. Japanese text is high-resource, but there are many
cases where it would be useful to make sense of speech in low-
resource languages. For example, in Uganda, as in many parts
of the world, the primary source of news is local radio stations,
which is broadcast in many languages. A pilot study from the
United Nations Global Pulse Lab identified these radio stations
as a potentially useful source of information about a variety of
urgent topics related to refugees, small-scale disasters, disease
outbreaks, and healthcare [2, 3]. With many radio broadcasts
coming in simultaneously, even simple classification of speech
for known topics would be helpful to decision-makers working
on humanitarian projects.
Speech classification systems have traditionally used auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) systems to first convert speech
to text, which is then used as input to a classifier. However,
Speech-to-text 
(ST) I listen to jazz
Topic prediction
Input: Spanish Audio Topic: music
English text
Fig. 1. Spanish speech is translated to English text, and a
classifier then predicts its topic.
this pipelined approach is impractical for unwritten languages,
spoken by millions of people around the world. Although
transcriptions cannot be obtained in these settings, translations
could provide a viable alternative supervision source [4–7].
Recent research has shown that it is possible to train direct
Speech-to-text Translation (ST) systems from speech paired
only with translations [8–10]. Since no transcription is re-
quired, this is useful in very low-resource settings. However,
in realistic low-resource settings where only a few hours of
training data is available, these end-to-end ST systems produce
poor translations [11]. But it has long been recognized that
there are good uses for bad translations [12]. Could classifying
the original speech be another one of these use cases?
We answer this question affirmatively: we first use ST to
translate speech to text, which we then classify by topic using
supervised models (Figure 1). Although our ultimate goal is to
work with truly low-resource languages, available datasets of
this type are still too small to thoroughly evaluate and analyse.
We therefore test our method on a corpus of conversational
Spanish speech paired with English text translations that has
been widely used in ST research [9, 13], enabling us to put our
results in context. Using an ST model trained on 20 hours of
Spanish-English data, we predict topics correctly 71% of the
time, and we outperform the majority class baseline with less
than 10 hours of training data. These promising results are the
first we know of for this task, and open the door to future work
on cross-lingual topic prediction from speech.
2. METHODS
Speech-to-text translation. We use the method of Bansal et
al. [11] to train neural sequence-to-sequence Spanish-English
ST models. As in that study, before training ST, we pre-train
the models using English ASR data from the Switchboard
Telephone speech corpus [14], which consists of around 300
hours of English speech and transcripts. In [11] this was found
to substantially improve translation quality when the training
set for ST was only tens of hours.
Topic modeling and classification. To classify the translated
documents, we first need a set of topic labels, which were
not already available for our dataset. We therefore initially
discover a set of topics from the target-language (English)
training text using a topic model. To classify the translations
of the test data, we choose the most probable topic according
to the learned topic model. To train our topic model, we use
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [15, 16].We also ex-
perimented with Latent Dirichlet Allocation [17], but manual
inspection revealed that NMF produced better topics.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Data. We use the Fisher Spanish speech corpus [18], which
consists of 819 phone calls, with an average duration of 12
minutes, giving a total of 160 hours of data. We discard the
associated transcripts and pair the speech with English transla-
tions [19]. To simulate a low-resource scenario, we sampled
90 calls (20h) of data (train20h) to train both ST and topic
models, reserving 450 calls (100h) to evaluate topic models
(eval100h). We investigate ST models of varying quality, so
we also trained models with decreasing amounts of data: ST-
10h, ST-5h, and ST-2.5h are trained on 10, 5, and 2.5 hours
of data, respectively, sampled from train20h. To evaluate ST
only, we use the designated Fisher test set, as in previous work.
Fine-grained topic analysis. In the Fisher protocol, callers
were prompted with one of 25 possible topics. It would seem
appealing to use the prompts as topic labels, but we observed
that many conversations quickly departed from the initial
prompt and meandered from topic to topic. For example, one
call starts: “Ok today’s topic is marriage or we can talk about
anything else . . . .” Within minutes, the topic shifts to jobs:
“I’m working oh I do tattoos.” To isolate different topics within
a single call, we split each call into 1-minute long segments
to use as ‘documents’. This gives 1K training and 5.5K test
segments, but leaves us with no human-annotated topic labels
for them.
Obtaining gold topic labels for our data would require
substantial manual annotation, so we instead use the human
translations from the 1K (train20h) training set utterances to
train the NMF topic model with scikit-learn [20], and then use
this model to infer topics on the evaluation set. These silver
topics act as an oracle: they tell us what a topic model would
2.5h 5h 10h 20h













Fig. 2. BLEU scores for Spanish-English ST models computed
on Fisher test set, using all 4 human references available, and
using only 1 reference, and on eval100h, for which we have
only 1 human reference.
infer if it had perfect translations.
To evaluate our ST models, we apply our ST model to test
audio, and then predict topics from the translations using the
NMF model trained on the human translations of the training
data (Figure 1). To report accuracy we compare the predicted
labels and silver labels, i.e., we ask whether the topic inferred
from our predicted translation (ST) agrees with one inferred
from a gold translation (human).
4. RESULTS
Spanish-English ST. To put our topic modeling results in con-
text, we first report ST results. Figure 2 plots the BLEU scores
on the Fisher test set and on eval100h for Spanish-English
ST models. The scores are very similar for both sets when
computed using a single human reference; scores are 8 points
higher on the Fisher test set if all 4 of its available references
are used. The state-of-the-art BLEU score on the Fisher test
set is 47.3 (using 4 references), reported by [9], who trained an
ST model on the entire 160 hours of data in the Fisher training
corpus. By contrast, our 20 hour model (ST-20h) achieves a
BLEU score of 18.1. Examining the translations (Table 1),
we see that while they are mediocre, they contain words that
might enable correct topic classification.
Topic modeling on training data. Turning to our main task of
classification, we first review the set of topics discovered from
the human translations of train20h (Table 2). We explored
different numbers of topics, and chose 10 after reviewing the
results. We assigned a name to each topic after manually
reviewing the most informative terms; for topics with less
coherent informative terms, we include misc in their names.
For evaluation, silver labels are obtained by applying this
topic model to human translations on the test data. We argued
above that the silver labels are sensible for evaluation despite
not always matching the assigned call topic prompts, since they
indicate what an automatic topic classifier would predict given
correct translations and they capture finer-grained changes
in topic. Table 3 shows a few examples where the silver
audio yo eh oigo la música en inglés o americana
human i eh listen to music in english or american
ST i eh listen to the music in english
topic music
audio soy católica pero no en realidad casi no voy a laiglesia
human i am catholic but actually i hardly go to church
ST i’m catholics but reality i don’t go to the church
topic religion
Table 1. Examples of Spanish audio shown as Spanish text.
An ST system translates the audio into English text, and we
give the human reference. Our task is to predict the topic of
discussion in the audio, which are potentially signaled by the
underlined words.
Topic Most informative terms
family-misc married, kids, huh, love, three
music music, listen, dance, listening, hear
intro-misc hello, fine, name, hi, york
religion religion, god, religions, believe, bible
movies-tv movies, movie, watch, theater
welfare insurance, money, pay, expensive
languages-misc english, spanish, speak, learn
tech-marketing phone, cell, computer, call, number
dating internet, met, old, dating, someone
politics power, world, positive, china, agree
Table 2. Topics discovered using human translated text from
train20h, with manually-assigned topic names.
labels differ from the assigned call topic prompts. In the first
example, the topic model was arguably incorrect, failing to
pick up the prompt juries, and instead focusing on the other
words, predicting intro-misc. But in the other examples the
topic model is reasonable, correctly identifying the topic in the
third example where the transcripts indicate that the annotation
was wrong (specifying the topic prompt as music). In general,
the topic model classifies a large proportion of discussions as
intro-misc (typically at the start of the call) and family-misc
(often where the callers stray from their assigned topic).
Our analysis also supports our observation that discussed
topics stray from the prompted topic in most speech segments.
For example, among segments in the 17 training data calls with
the prompt religion, only 36% have the silver label religion,
and the most frequently assigned label is family-misc (46%).
Topic classification on test data. We have four ST model
translations: ST-2.5h, 5h, 10h, 20h (in increasing order of
quality). We feed each each of the audio utterences in eval100h
into the topic model from Table 2 to get the topic distribution
and use the highest scoring topic as the predicted label.
human translation Assigned Silver
hello good afternoon have you
ever been in a jury in a trial juries intro-misc
i also receive many letters of
life insurance from banks spam welfare
they tell us we have to talk
about marriage music family-misc
Table 3. Example audio utterances from eval100h. We show
a part of the human translation here. Assigned is the topic as-
signed to speakers in the current call to prompt discussion. Sil-
ver is topic inferred by feeding the human translation through
the topic model.
Fig. 3. Distribution of topics predicted for the 5K audio ut-
terances in eval100h. silver labels are predicted using human
translations. The ST model has been trained on 20 hours of
Spanish-English data.
Figure 3 compares the frequencies of the silver labels with
the predictions from the ST-20h model. The family-misc topic
is predicted most often—almost 50% of the time. This is
reasonable since this topic includes words associated with
small-talk. Other topics such as music, religion and welfare
also occur with a high enough frequency to allow for a reason-
able evaluation.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy for all ST models, treating the
silver topic labels as the correct topics. We use the family-misc
topic as a majority class naive baseline, giving an accuracy
of 49.6%. We observe that ST models trained on 10 hours
or more of data outperform the naive-baseline by more than
10% absolute, with ST-20h scoring 71.8% and ST-10h scoring
61.6%. Those trained on less than 5 hours of data score close
to or below that of the naive baseline: 51% for ST-5h and 48%
for ST-2.5h.
Since topics vary in frequency, we look at label-specific
accuracy to see if the ST models are simply predicting fre-
quent topics correctly. Figure 5 shows a normalized confusion
matrix for the ST-20h model. Each row sums to 100%, repre-
2.5h 5h 10h 20h












Fig. 4. Accuracy of topic prediction using ST model output.
The naive baseline is calculated using majority class predic-






















































74 2 6 2 3 2 6 2 2 1
24 57 4 2 3 0 6 2 1 0
28 2 59 0 2 0 5 3 1 1
6 0 1 88 2 1 1 2 0 0
5 2 1 1 89 1 1 1 0 0
13 0 3 1 2 77 2 1 1 0
23 5 2 2 3 2 61 2 0 0
16 1 1 1 2 1 2 71 2 0
17 4 2 2 4 1 4 2 65 0







Fig. 5. Confusion matrix for ST model trained on 20 hours of
Spanish-English data. Each cell represents the percentage of
the silver topic labels predicted as the x-axis label, with each
row summing to 100%.
senting the distribution of predicted topics for any given silver
topic, so the numbers on the diagonal can be interpreted as the
topic-wise recall. For example, a prediction of music recalls
88% of the relevant speech segments. We see that the model
has a recall of more than 50% for all 10 topics, making it quite
effective for our motivating task. The family-misc topic (cap-
turing small-talk) is often predicted when other silver topics
are present, with, for instance, 23% of the silver dating topics
predicted as family-misc.
5. RELATED WORK
We have shown that low-quality ST can be useful for speech
classification. Previous work has also looked at speech analysis
without high-quality ASR. In a task quite related to ours, [21]
showed how to cluster speech segments in a completely unsu-
pervised way. In contrast, we learn to classify speech using
supervision, but what is important about our result is it shows
that a small amount of supervision goes a long way.
A slightly different approach to quickly analyse speech, is
the established task of keyword spotting, which asks whether
any of a specific set of keywords appears in a segment [22,23].
Recent studies have extended the early work to end-to-end key-
word spotting [24,25] and to semantic keyword retrieval, where
non-exact but relevant keyword matches are retrieved [26–28].
In all these studies, the query and search languages are the
same, while we consider the cross-lingual case.
There has been some limited work on cross-lingual key-
word spotting. [29] introduced a baseline system which com-
bined ASR and text translation to build a German speech re-
trieval system using French text queries. But source language
transcriptions to train ASR are unlikely to be available in our
scenarios of interest. Some recent studies have attempted to
use vision as a complementary modality to do cross-lingual
retrieval [30,31]. However, to the best of our knowledge, cross-
lingual topic classification for speech has not been considered
elsewhere.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our results show that poor speech translation can still be useful
for speech classification in low-resource settings. By varying
the amount of training data, we found that ST systems trained
on as little as 10 hours (around 8K parallel utterances) of
Spanish-English data produce translations which still allow
topics to be correctly classified in 61% of input speech seg-
ments, outperforming a majority baseline. With 20 hours of
parallel data, accuracy is more than 70%.
Since this is the first work in cross-lingual topic classifica-
tion, there are a number of interesting avenues for future work.
We used our ST model as an off-the-shelf system, and did not
tune its performance for the topic prediction task. We hope
future work will improve accuracy further. We used silver
labels to evaluate our approach—this allowed us to compare
several different settings using an objective metric. However,
human annotations of topics will be the next step. We also
used a pipelined approach of ST followed by classification. An
alternative would be to train a topic classifier on input speech
directly, but we speculate that this would require more sub-
stantial resources. Cross-lingual topic modeling may also be
useful when the target language is high-resource; we learned
target topics just from the 20 hours of translations, but in future
work, we could use a larger text corpus in the high-resource
language to learn a more general topic model covering a wider
set of topics, and/or combine it with keyword lists curated for
specific scenarios like disaster recovery [32].
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A. USING NMF FOR TOPIC MODELING
We now describe how we learn topics using NMF. Given a set
of text documents as input, the model will output (1) for each
document, a distribution over the selected number of topics
(henceforth, the document-topic distribution), and (2) for each
topic, a distribution over the set of unique terms in the text
(henceforth, the topic-term distribution).
A.1. Text processing
Our training set (train20h) has 1080 English sentences. We
start by generating a tf-idf representation for each of these. The
English text contains 170K tokens and 6K terms (vocabulary
size). As we are looking for topics which are coarse-level cat-
egories, we do not use the entire vocabulary, but instead focus
only on the high importance terms. We lowercase the English
translations and remove all punctuation, and stopwords. We
further remove the terms occurring in more than 10% of the
documents and those which occur in less than 2 documents,
keeping only the 1000 most frequent out of the remaining.
After preprocessing the training set, we have a feature
matrix V with dimensions 1080× 1000, where each row is a
document, and each column represents the tf-idf scores over
the 1000 selected terms. The feature matrix will be sparse as
only a few terms would occur in a document, and will also be
non-negative as tf-idf values are greater than or equal to 0.
A.2. Learning topics
NMF is a matrix factorization method, which given the ma-
trix V , factorizes it into two matrices: W with dimensions
1080 × t (long-narrow), and H with dimensions t × 1000
(short-wide), where t is a hyper-parameter. Figure 6 shows
this decomposition when t is set to 10.
V ≈ W × H
In the context of topic modeling, t is the number of topics
we want to learn; W is the document-topic distribution, where
for each document (row) the column with the highest value
is the most-likely topic; and H is the topic-term distribution,
where each row is a topic, and the columns with the highest
values are terms most relevant to it.
The values for W and H are numerically approximated
using a multiplicative update rule [33], with the Frobenius
norm of the reconstruction error as the objective function. In
this work, we use the machine-learning toolkit scikit-learn [20]
for feature extraction, and to perform NMF, using default
values as described at scikit-learn.org.
A.3. Making topic predictions
Using our topic-term distribution matrix H , we can now



























Fig. 6. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization. V is the document-
term matrix, where d is each document; N is the number of
documents; w1 to w1000 are the terms selected as features;
and t1 to t10 are the topics.
(eval100h) has 5376 English sentences. For each of these,
we have the gold text, and also the ST model output. We
preprocess and represent these using the same procedure as
before (A.1) giving us the feature matrix V
′
gold for gold, and
V
′
ST for ST output, each with dimensions 5376× 1000. Our
















The values for each W
′
matrix are again numerically ap-
proximated using the same objective function as before, but
keeping H fixed.
A.4. Silver labels and evaluation
We use the highest scoring topic for each document as the
prediction. The silver labels are therefore computed as
argmax(W
′
gold), and for ST as argmax(W
′
ST ). We can now
compute the accuracy over these two sets of predictions.
B. FISHER CORPUS: ASSIGNED TOPICS
Figure 7 shows the topics assigned to callers in the Fisher
speech corpus. Some topic prompts overlap, for example,
music-preference asks callers to discuss what kind of music
they like to listen to, and music-social-message asks them
to discuss the social impact of music. For both these topics,
we would expect the text to contain similar terms. Similarly
the topics cellphones-usage, tech-devices and telemarketing-
spam also overlap. Such differences might be difficult for an
unsupervised topic modeling algorithm to pick up.
Table 4 shows the topics learned by NMF by using human
English translations from the entire 160 hours of training data
as input, when the number of topics is set to 25. We observe
that some new topics are found that were not discovered by the
20hr/10-topic model and that match the assigned topic prompts,



























Fig. 7. Topics assigned to callers in the Fisher dataset, as a
percentage of the 819 calls.
such as juries and housing. However, there are also several
incoherent topics, and we don’t find a major improvement over
the topics learned by just using 20 hours of training data, with
the number of topics set to 10.
C. TRACKING TOPIC DRIFT OVER
CONVERSATIONS
To measure how often speakers stray from assigned topic
prompts, we take a closer look at the calls in train20h with
the assigned prompt of religion. This is the most frequently
assigned prompt in the Fisher dataset (17 calls in train20h).
We also select this topic for further analysis as it contains
terms which are strongly indicative, such as god, bible, etc.
and should be relatively easier for our topic model to detect.
Figure 8 shows the trend of discussion topics over time.
Overall, only 36% of the total dialog segments in these calls
have the silver label religion, and the most frequently assigned
label is family-misc with 46%. We observe that the first seg-
ment is often labeled as intro-misc, around 70% of the time,
which is expected as speakers begin by introducing themselves.
Figure 9 shows that a similar trend emerges for calls assigned
the prompt music (14 calls in train20h). Silver labels for mu-
sic account for 45% of the call segments and family-misc for
around 38%.
id Assigned name Most informative words
1 — told, went, maybe, take, ll
2 music music, listen, dance, play, classical
3 intro hello, name, speaking, topic, talked
4 religion religion, religions, catholic, church, religious
5 welfare pay, insurance, expensive, doctor, health
6 languages spanish, speak, english, language, learn
7 relationships married, marriage, got, divorced, together
8 tech-marketing phone, cell, telephone, calls, cellular
9 — hundred, dollars, thousand, five, fifty
10 chatter cold, snow, winter, hot, weather
11 — puerto, rico, rican, born, ricans
12 movies-tv watch, movies, movie, tv, kids
13 — city, mexico, big, lived, living
14 — huh, gonna, give, us, lets
15 — yea, tv, lots, pretty, expensive
16 locations york, manhattan, bronx, carolina, panama
17 internet-dating internet, computer, use, met, information
18 — old, twenty, kids, thirty, five
19 politics power, countries, world, government, help
20 housing house, buy, rent, apartment, houses
21 juries system, jury, health, social, help
22 religion god, believe, church, bible, thank
23 violence women, man, woman, men, abuse
24 intro hi, fine, name, philadelphia, evening
25 welfare money, give, make, help, need
Table 4. Topics discovered using human translated text from
the full 160hr Fisher training set. We set the number of topics
to 25. We assign the topic names manually, and use — where
the topic clustering is not very clear.
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Fig. 8. Tracking silver labels over time for calls where the
assigned prompt is religion. Total of 17 calls in train20h.
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Fig. 9. Tracking silver labels over time for calls where the
assigned prompt is music. Total of 14 calls in train20h.
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id Assigned name Most informative words
1 — exactly, person, true, would, many
2 music music, listen, dance, type, classical
3 intro-misc2 hello, name, fine, philadelphia, evening
4 politics states, united, country, countries, puerto
5 religion religion, religions, church, catholic, catholics
6 — new, york, city, university, okay
7 — old, twenty, two, five, married
8 languages-misc spanish, english, speak, okay, puerto
9 tech-marketing call, phone, telephone, cellular, number
10 — able, wouldn, get, would, hang
Table 6.1: Topics discovered using English translations produced by ST-20h on 100
hours of speech data (eval-100h). We set the number of topics to 10 and manually
assign the topic names; “—” is used where the topic clustering is not very clear.
6.2.1 Topic modeling on predicted text
The topic model used in our experiments was trained on English text translations
generated by human annotators from 20 hours of Spanish speech data (train-20h). As
a result we can only detect topics in future/unseen speech data which occurs in this
relatively small training set. For example, given the English text: “hello good afternoon
have you ever been in a jury in a trial”, our system predicts the topic intro-misc based on
the terms hello, good, afternoon; it is unable to predict the assigned discussion prompt
juries, which it never learnt as it occurs rarely (around 4% of speech) in train-20h. To
learn new topics we would require additional speech data to be translated.
We test whether we can use predicted translations (using ST) instead of human anno-
tations to learn the topic model. Here, we don’t have to limit ourselves to only 20 of
speech data, and can potentially train a topic model on all available speech. Table 6.1
shows the topics discovered using NMF on predicted text from the 100 hours of Spanish
speech data in eval-100h set. We observe that only a few coherent topics emerge, such
as music and religion, whereas the majority are composed of loosely connected terms.
In addition, no new topics such as juries were discovered. Our takeaway is that a
small quantity of high-quality translations are essential to learn a good topic classifier,
compared to a larger quantity (up to 5 times more in this case) of poor quality text
which is too noisy to learn from.
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6.3 Cross-lingual keyword detection in speech
With topic prediction, we were assigning speech utterances to broad thematic categories
such as music and religion. This clusters together utterances which contain different,
but related terms. In certain situations, however, a human operator may want to search
for specific terms in a large volume of audio data. For example, instead of all music
related speech utterances (around 500 in eval-100h) they would only want to retrieve
those which mention jazz (around 16). This is a well established task in monolingual
settings — speech and query text are in the same language — and is referred to as
Keyword spotting (Wilpon et al., 1990; Garcia and Gish, 2006; Menon et al., 2018).
However, there has been limited work on cross-lingual keyword spotting. Sheridan
et al. (1997) introduced a baseline system which combined ASR and text translation
to build a German speech retrieval system using French text queries. To the best of
our knowledge, there has been no published work on a cross-lingual keyword spotting
system trained without using source language text (or using ASR).
Our aim in this work is to build a baseline cross-lingual keyword spotting system using
ST. We test whether we can reliably detect the presence of selected keywords in Spanish
speech utterances using English text queries. As in our topic prediction study, we
convert a speech utterance into English text using ST, and then use the text for keyword
detection. The detection method itself is a simple string match check for each of the
keywords (Figure 6.1). For this task, we use a list of English keywords selected due
to their frequent use during disaster scenarios. This list was created by Olteanu et al.
(2014) — referred to as CrisisLex — and contains keywords such as: victims, flood
crisis, police people, rescuers, send help. We target keywords which occur rarely during
both training and evaluation, and therefore, the majority of speech utterances will have
no keywords present.
6.3.1 Experimental setup
CrisisLex consists of 380 terms, around 300 of which are two words long phrases such as
send help. We were constrained in our choice of keywords to use in this study, as crisis
related terms are out-of-domain for our speech dataset; which consists of telephone
conversations on general topics such as music, religion, and politics. Therefore most of
these 380 terms are either not present or extremely rare. Nevertheless, we were able to
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Speech-to-text 
(ST)






Input: Spanish Audio English text
Figure 6.1: Spanish speech is translated to English text, and string matching is used to
detect presence of keywords: police, medical, etc..
families community please water town
waiting kill strong police news
cost medical service public lost
high terrible government found free
power number change women send
Table 6.2: Selected keywords from CrisisLex used for keyword spotting.
include relevant keywords such as medical and police, using the following criteria. We
split these phrases into individual words: send help gives us two keywords send and
help. We discard any keyword with more than 50 tokens in train-20h (total # of tokens
is 168K). We also filter out keywords which occur very rarely (less than 10 tokens).3
From the remaining, we manually select 25 keywords for our analysis. These are shown
in Table 6.2. For each keyword, the token count as a percentage of the total number of
tokens in the ST training set is around 0.05%, suggesting that the ST model would have
seen few examples for these keywords during training.
6.3.2 Evaluation
We frame keyword spotting as a binary label task, where a true or false label indicates
the presence or absence respectively for a keyword in the text translation for a given
speech segment. We compute the ground-truth label using the human translations; the
predicted label is determined using the ST model output from ST-20h.
3We do not check the token count in the English ASR data used for pre-training our ST model.
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Figure 6.2: Keyword frequency (%) distribution over the 5K audio utterances in eval-100h.
human denotes #utts computed using human annotated English translations; and ST
using predicted text.
Figure 6.2 plots the number of utterances (#utts) which contain each selected keyword
in eval-100h using both the human annotated and the ST model predicted text. The
average #utts for each keyword is around 100, or 2% out of the total 5K utterances.
For evaluation, we compare the predicted and the ground-truth labels and compute
individual F1 (weighted precision and recall) scores for each of the selected keywords.
In the topic prediction task we computed an accuracy score, but do not use it here as it
is a poor metric when there is a large imbalance between the number of true and false
ground-truth labels. For example, there are 71 utterances which contain the keyword
police. A system which predicts false for each of the 5K utterances (naive-false),
achieves an accuracy of 98.5%, but a recall of 0%. Similarly, predicting true everytime
(naive-true) achieves a recall of 100%, but poor precision. Therefore, to get a balanced
view of the prediction performance we compute the F1 score:
F1 =
2 × (precision × recall)
(precision + recall)
The F1 score is around 0% for naive-false and 3% for naive-true, indicating that
these systems are of little practical value. We use naive-true for comparison in our
experiments, as it is stronger compared to both naive-false and a random baseline.
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Figure 6.3: F1 scores for Keyword spotting using ST model output. naive-true is a
baseline which always predicts true.
Figure 6.4: Precision and recall scores for Keyword spotting using ST model output.
6.3.3 Results
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the F1, and precision/recall scores for our ST model for each
selected keyword. We observe an F1 score greater than 30% for several of the keywords.
To help interpret these scores, consider the keyword medical which occurs in only 77
utterances (out of 5K) in the evaluation set. The ST output achieves an F1 score of
42% for medical, with a precision of 41% and recall of 44%. This implies that the ST
model correctly identifies 34 out of 77 utterances (true-positives) which contain this
keyword; and incorrectly labels 49 utterances as true (false-positives). Arguably, the
benefit of quickly identifying relevant audio utterances, justifies the cost of filtering out
false-positives.


















Figure 6.5: Palaz et al. (2016) model for Keyword spotting.
6.3.4 Discussion and future work
Our results show that noisy speech translations can still be used to detect keywords
in speech utterances and serve as a preliminary baseline for this task. In this study,
we used our ST model as an off-the-shelf system, and did not tune its performance
for the keyword spotting task. An alternative would be to train a classifier on input
speech to directly predict keywords, as described by Palaz et al. (2016) (Figure 6.5). In
their model, referred to as Palaz-KeySpot, speech (represented using filterbank features)
is fed into a deep neural network composed of successive CNN layers. In the final
step (Aggregate and Score), a prediction score is computed for each of their target 1K
keywords (pre-selected). To make a true or false prediction, they threshold the score
for each keyword, with the threshold value determined using tuning on a development
set. The advantage of this approach is that it allows for finer control over the prediction
decision. For example, to prioritize precision over recall, we could set the prediction
threshold to a higher value (reducing false-positives, but also true-positives); to prioritize
recall, we would lower the threshold (increasing true-positives, but also false-positives).
Palaz et al. (2016) demonstrated the effectiveness of their model on a monolingual
(English) keyword spotting task using around 1000 hours of read speech for training. In
comparison, our ST model was trained on only 20 hours of telephone quality Spanish-
English ST data. An important direction for future work would be to train Palaz-KeySpot
on our dataset and compare the performance against our baseline results. Although we
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do not explore this experimental setting in detail, we next discuss a few preliminary
experiments which we carried out.
We used the Palaz-KeySpot model to train a keyword spotting system on the entire
160 hours of Spanish-English ST data. However, these results were not encouraging,
with the classifier achieving lower precision/recall scores compared to our ST pipeline
based method described in Section 6.3. When trained in the 20 hours low-resource ST
setting, the classifier performance further deteriorated to a very low precision/recall of
less than 10%. We speculate that the poor performance we observed may be due to
the differences in our experimental setup compared to Palaz et al. (2016), such as the
lower quality of speech utterances in the Spanish corpus (conversation vs read speech),
smaller training set size and the cross-lingual setting we explore.
To improve performance, instead of training the Palaz-KeySpot model from scratch, it
might be even more effective to use transfer learning from the ST model: replace the
input speech features (filterbanks or MFCCs) with the ST speech encoder output (LSTM
hidden states). Or, we can jointly train the ST model and keyword spotting parameters
using multitask learning (Caruana, 1997), with several configurations possible. For
example, we can share the CNN layers which take speech as input, in both the ST and
Palaz-KeySpot models; or we can add Palaz-KeySpot specific layers on top of the ST
speech encoder parameters as shown in Figure 6.6.
























Figure 6.6: Multitask learning for ST and Keyword spotting tasks. The speech Speech
encoder parameters: CNN and LSTM, are shared.
Chapter 7
In Summary
In the previous chapters we explored the feasibility of building a direct speech-to-text
translation system given only a few hours of speech paired with text translations.
Our overall goal was to explore methods to build ST systems for unwritten languages,
which constitute about 40% of the total number of spoken languages in the world (Eth-
nologue, 2019c). The lack of source language text for training implied that we could
not use the conventional ASR and MT pipeline for ST. We therefore explored building
direct ST systems given only a few hours of speech data paired with text translations for
training. At the start of our research, it was unclear whether a speech translation system
could be built under these conditions and we were not sure what level performance we
could expect. Over the course of our work, we conducted an in-depth study for the
task of direct ST across a range of training data settings on a realistic multi-speaker
speech corpus. We found that useful ST systems can be built for unwritten languages
using neural models and their performance can be further improved using data from
high-resource languages.
For our first attempt at building an ST system (Chapter 3) we used a state-of-the-art
software library for speech pattern detection (ZRTools) and tested it on a telephone
speech corpus. We discovered that ZRTools struggles to discover patterns in multi-
speaker speech data recorded in realistic noise conditions which in turn leads to poor
downstream translation performance. Follow up analysis revealed that this ST system
failed to outperform a naive baseline which simply output the most frequent words in
the training set for each test set utterance.
Other research groups (Berard et al., 2016; Duong et al., 2016) experimented with using
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neural models for ST, but initial results were inconclusive about their ability to make
predictions on real speech data. The first successful application of a neural model for ST
was demonstrated by Weiss et al. (2017). They trained a neural sequence-to-sequence
model on around 150 hours of Spanish telephone speech data paired with English text
translations. Their ST model achieved a high BLEU score, coming close to an oracle
text-to-text translation system, and produced good quality translations on the held out
evaluation sets. Taking inspiration from this work, we tested a similar model on various
low-resource settings (Chapter 4) and showed that translation performance rapidly drops
as we lower the amount of training data with around 20 hours being an inflection point
below which the models fail to outperform naive baselines on our corpus.
There are many ways to try and improve translation performance. To stay true to our
motivating scenarios where the source audio language is low-resource and therefore
labeling additional data can be difficult, we try leveraging labeled speech data from
different languages instead. We show that transfer-learning using ASR data from high-
resource languages is a simple yet extremely effective method for improving translation
quality (Chapter 5).
Finally, we discuss potential use cases for ST systems trained under low-resource set-
tings (Chapter 6). We build proof-of-concept systems for two downstream applications:
topic prediction for speech and cross-lingual keyword spotting, and show that ST sys-
tems trained on as little as 10 hours of Spanish-English ST data can still outperform
simple baselines for these tasks, leaving the door open for future work.
Our contributions include an open-source software library for training ST systems1 and
our methods and analyses are particularly suitable for scenarios with limited training
data. A limitation of our work is that we have not empirically demonstrated the
effectiveness of our methods on truly low-resource languages or unwritten languages,
relying instead on simulated low-resource conditions using a Spanish-English corpus.2
1github.com/0xSameer/ast
2We did conduct experiments on the truly low-resource language of Mboshi and demonstrated the
effectiveness of our pre-training method on a Mboshi-French ST task. However, the dataset we used
was extremely small and the BLEU scores achieved were very low and therefore we are cautious in our
claims.
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7.1 Future work
Interest in building end-to-end ST systems has been growing over the last few years
and the field has evolved from having no baseline systems in 2015 to now multiple
research groups building ST systems and releasing open-source software and speech
datasets from different languages.3 In this section we briefly discuss avenues for further
exploration based on lessons learned from our study.
Improving the training time. The neural model used in this work comprises of a
deep LSTM based encoder and decoder. With a time complexity of O(N) the LSTM
layers are slow to train, especially for speech input which consists of long sequences
of speech frames. For example, our 20 hours Spanish-English ST model consists of
around 16K training set utterances and takes about 24 hours to converge. Our most
effective method for ST involves pre-training the model on hundred of hours of ASR
data which further increases the overall training time. Such long training times can lead
to suboptimal hyperparameter search as we are often faced with limited computational
resources and cannot afford to train several models over multiple days. These long lead
times also impact the pace at which we can carry out research as we need to wait to
see if a particular method helps improve performance. A common technique to reduce
training time during preliminary investigations is to first test on a smaller subset of data.
However, this does not work well in our low-resource settings where the training data is
already very limited.
Our suggestion for future research is to explore the highly parallelizable Transformer
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) for building ST. As with encoder-decoder with attention
models, initial work using Transformer has been on text data with the original paper
demonstrating its effectiveness on MT. Recently, the model has also been used for
ASR (Dong et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018) and an open-source software implementation
of these models is already available.4 In addition to faster training times, the Transformer
model has also been shown to outperform their LSTM based precursors in high-resource
settings, but whether they can achieve or surpass performance of our current models in
low-resource settings remains open.
3By end-to-end ST systems we mean that source language text is not used.
4github.com/kaituoxu/Speech-Transformer
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Figure 7.1: Lig-Aikuma: user interface showing the set of features provided by the data
collection app. (Image source: lig-aikuma.imag.fr).
Aiding preservation efforts for endangered languages In Chapter 5 we built an
ST system for the truly low-resource language Mboshi, translating it to French text. To
train this system we had access to only around 4 hours of training data (Godard et al.,
2018) which was collected using the Lig-Aikuma app (Gauthier et al., 2016) shown
in Figure 7.1.5 The Lig-Aikuma app, along with its predecessor Aikuma (Bird et al.,
2014), were developed especially to aid language preservation efforts and allow field
researchers to record audio and collect translations using an app on a smartphone. By
fitting all the required functionality in a single portable device they overcome the typical
challenges for data collection in remote locations where recording equipment may not
be available and power supply can be unreliable. The apps are available for free and
have a low footprint and therefore can be installed on relatively cheaper devices. The
users can also replay the audio instantly to check if the recording quality is acceptable.
And there is an option to preload a set of elicitation commands which the researchers
would like to record. As the collected data is already in a digital format, transferring it
for research use is also straightforward.
While the data collection features are very useful, the apps currently do not provide any
guidance on how much data to collect to ensure satisfactory performance on downstream
tasks (such as ST). Discovering the downstream task performance early on while in the
field itself can help researchers better plan to collect more data if required. For example,
we tried our best models and methods to train an ST system on the 4 hours of Mboshi-
French training data but the translation performance remains very poor with a BLEU
score of around 7 and the trained systems barely outperform naive baselines. This leaves
the question open as to whether we really need more labeled data for Mboshi-French
5Webpage for the Lig-Aikuma app: lig-aikuma.imag.fr.
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to train useful ST models. Our proposal would be to study whether we can integrate
ST systems directly into similar apps, train it on the data collected so far, and generate
evaluation metrics on a test set. The data collection team can plot improvements in the
translation quality as more data is collected and can decide when to stop. In addition
to ST, which might not be the desired end goal, we can also incorporate our topic
prediction and keyword spotting systems as well. The challenge here would be porting
computationally expensive neural models onto a device with limited resources. For a
detailed discussion on developing computational tools for endangered languages, we
refer readers to the work of Anastasopoulos (2019).
Using unaligned speech and text translations for ST. There has been recent promis-
ing work which explores building text-to-text translation systems using unaligned
(monolingual) data from the source and target languages (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe
et al., 2018). These methods are completely unsupervised as they do not require any
cross-lingual information, such as sentence level alignment or a bilingual word dic-
tionary, and still achieve competitive translation performance compared to supervised
systems. A crucial step to build this system is to train language models or word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Bojanowski et al., 2017) for the source and target languages,
and then align the embedding spaces using an unsupervised method. Previous methods
relied on supervision in the form of a bilingual word dictionary to align the embedding
spaces. After alignment, the translation for a word can be obtained using a nearest
neighbor search. Adapting this method for speech input is challenging as it is not
obvious how we can train a language model for speech. Text data can be segmented
into character/subword/word level tokens over which we can train a language model,
but speech input is continuous and detecting word boundaries in conversational speech
is an open research problem. Chung et al. (2019) recently adapted these unsupervised
translation methods for speech input but they have relied on source language text to
learn word boundaries in the speech data (Chung and Glass, 2018). Extending this work
towards a truly unsupervised setting will be an interesting direction for future work.
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